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City takes no Fire in Dexter
action on gun,
Goodwill issues
But hears plenty of
discussion on Angels
Clinic, weapons discharge
By KRISTIN TAYLOR
Staff Writer
Sometimes no action is a decision in itself.
The Murray City Council considered two hot-button issues after
much discussion on whether to ban discharging guns and other
weapons within the city limits and whether to reconsider its resolution two weeks ago in support of Goodwill Industries of Kentucky
building a facility here. But with both issues, the council decided to
keep things as they are.
The council's public safety conunittee met first to consider
Murray Police Chief Ken Claud's proposal to prohibit residents
from discharging firearms, BB guns, bows and paintball guns within the city limits. No ordinance in the city bans people from doing
so, although criminal offenses apply to reckless use of a weapon or
intentional destruction of property.
After hearing from 11 residents and four council members who
opposed such an ordinance, the committee decided to table indefinitely the proposal. Councilman Danny Hudspeth, who chairs the
public safety committee, said the public will be notified if the proposal is back up for discussion.
"We had a good. spirited meeting, and with the subject being
guns and weapons, it went well." Hudspeth told the full council in
his report.
The committee started talking about possibly banning the discharge of weapons during its Jan. 25 meeting, but council members
wanted more information. Matt Mattingly, the city's director of
administration, presented some data from 40 other Kentucky cities;
of those, 63 percent of them had some sort of similar ordinance. Of
the other third-class cities, half of the eight had ordinances, while
three of five western Kentucky cities do.
The specific issue that brought the matter to the council's attention involved a South Eighth Street resident shooting squirrels with
a shotgun and a neighbor worrying about the safety of nearby children.
Several residents expressed concerns about city officials enacting
an ordinance because of one incident. Councilman Robert Billington

•See Page 2A

President's Day will
serve as make-up day
for city school kids
By TOM BERRY
Staff Writer
Murray Independent School District students will attend classes
on President's Day this year a rare move by the MISD Board of
Education to make up for a lost day.
Board vice chairman Stuart Alexander and members Laura
Pitman, Donnie Winchester and Mark Vinson voted unanimously to
keep open the school doors open on Monday, Feb. 19, to make up
for a lost day due to snow during a meeting at the Carter
Administration Building Thursday night.
Teacher training previously scheduled for the same day was also
rescheduled.
With no major topics to discuss in open meeting on the agenda,
the board took action on many other issues important to students,
parents, faculty and staff as part of the regularly scheduled meeting.
The board also approved non-resident contracts involving about 25
students from Graves, Marshall and Mayfield Independent school
districts.
Board members also viewed a video presentation from Murray
Elementary Schools' Student Technology Leadership Program
designed to give students some tips on being responsible students
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Calloway County Fire-Rescue firefighter Steven Purcell soaks the exterior of a trailer in Dexter
threatened by a fire at a house next door in an effort to prevent the flames from spreading
around 1 p.m. Thursday. The burning house was a total loss: however firefighters managed to
prevent the blaze from spreading to nearby homes.

House lost; CCFR fights
to save nearby homes
trailer sustained minor damage. The department
Staff Report
DEXTER, Ky. — A fire destroyed an empty remained on the scene for about 2.5 hours. No one
house on Lane Street Thursday and threatened to was hurt during the blaze.
Firefighters fought to keep the flames from
spread to a nearby trailer home which was occuspreading to a trailer next door. The effort was
pied.
According to Calloway County 911 traffic, the successful, but firefighters were forced to remove
house was completely engulfed in flames as 15 the outer metal covering of the trailer to soak the
Calloway County Fire-Rescue personnel and six insulation, which had begun to smoke from the
fire trucks arrived on the scene. Dark plumes of heat. The flames had also spread to trees nearby.
The trailer had been evacuated so no one was
smoke rose high above the town and could easily
hurt.
be seen from Murray.
Cherry said this morning that the cause of the
CCFR Chief Greg Cherry said this morning
that the unoccupied house was a total loss and the fire remains unknown.

'

Names of
Calloway
board
nominees
released
Staff Report
The names of the three nominees for the current vacant seat
on the Calloway County Board
of Education were released
today.
According to Lisa Gross of
the Kentucky Department of
Education, the three are Jenger
Deshields, Bonnie Myers and
Larry Crutcher.
"Once the interviews are
complete,the interview committee will make a recommendation
to the interim education commissioner. He will agree or disagree, and if he agrees, the person will be notified and can take
the seat at the next regular meeting," Gross said.
She said the interviews for
the open position are scheduled
for Feb. 21.
Calloway County School
Superintendent Steve Hoskins
said he was looking forward to
the selection of a new member,
and he would welcome that person to the board. He added that
he looked forward to a quality,
professional working relationship with the individual chosen
and felt certain the entire board
would continue to serve the
community, the faculty and staff
and the students in the best way
possible.
The seat on the board was
vacated after Linda Avery, a sixyear member of the board of
education, left the position to
assume her duties as circuit
court clerk for Calloway
County.

Proposed
2007-08
Former MSU president
calendar
against possible settlement presented
By KRISTIN TAYLOR
Staff Writer
Murray
State
Former
President Dr. King Alexander
considers the monetary settlement the MSU Board of Regents
is considering with ex-athletics
director E.W. Dennison a "nuisance settlement" and something to which he doesn't want
to be a party.
For two years, Alexander and
Dennison have been at odds
legally. And the university's
board is ready to end the debate
with a settlement.
Dennison said he expected a
settlement within a few weeks.
While he wouldn't elaborate on
any details still be negotiated,
Dennison said the settlement
particularly likely will be made
public.
"I think it's within a few
weeks if we can work out some
details. I'm obviously excited
the end is near," he said. "It's
obvious to me that the judges,
the outside counsel for the university and the insurance company think it has merit and that a
settlement is a good option."
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A status conference is sched- Thursday.
By GREG TRAVIS
uled for March 7, but it can be
The lawsuit
Staff Writer
canceled if parties reach a settle- followed
The Calloway County Board
ment.
Alexander's
of Education was presented a
in
Yet Alexander, the only decision
proposed 2007-08 school calendefendant remaining in the suit September
dar Thursday evening. The new
calendar adds two instructional
that originally named the uni- 2004 to move
days over the current calendar
versity and its regents, doesn't Dennison from
year and it will run 177 days.
want to be part of a settlement the AD post to
Teachers will go 187 days.
that "simply pays a plaintiff to a fund-raising
Alexander
Fred Ashby, director of pupil
job from which
go away."
personnel for the district, noted
Alexander said such a settle- he resigned five
ment isn't appropriate, accord- months later. In February 2005, that school will begin on Aug.8
ing to a written memo on Dennison filed a federal lawsuit and tentatively end May 21.
week will have three
Monday addressed to Board of claiming breach of contract and "The first
days for students, and next year
Regents chairwoman Marilyn defamation.
U.S. District Judge Thomas will be Leap Year so that will
Buchanon, vice chairwoman
add an extra day in February,"
Beverly Ford, other nine Russell has dismissed most all
he noted.
_claims.
The
only
of
Dennison's
regents, and attorneys William
He said the calendar commitJohnson and Serieta Jaggers. thing that remains is the defama- tee had met a couple of times
complaint
against
tion
Alexander also sent the memo to
prior to the board meeting and
on Alexander personally.
the Ledger ct Times
outlined the proposal."We came
Dennison has appealed the up with three drafts initially.
Thursday morning.
"In my opinion any monetary judge's decision to dismiss the Next year's calendar is similar
settlement to payoff the plaintiff breach of contract claim, so the to this year's calendar," he
in this instance would encourage Board of Regents and the uni- added.
other meritless claims against versity's insurance company
Ashby reported that, to date,
the university and inhibit future remain involved.
the district had four days to
The parties held settlement make up. Two of those will be
administrations from properly
addressing personal decisions," negotiations two times late last for days missed during a mercuyear, and Alexander refused to
it reads.
Buchanon didn't return a consent to the tentative agree•See Page 2A
phone message left at her house ment reached.
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Former congressman Hubbard eyes move to
Mayfield, may challenge Winters for seat
PADUCAH. Ky
Al')
Carroll
Hubbard, a former western Kentucky congressman who lost his hid tor a state Senate
seat last year. is planning to move to another state Senate district
Hubbard live, in Reidland iii‘IcCracken
County. In western kentui. ky hut is selling
ills house and planning to buy a house in
'vlaylield in Gra% es Cotuit, where he used
Ht 12 years
Hubbard. ti9 told fire P,kilt(
.S111) its

too early to discuss whether he'll run for the
1st District Senate seat in 2008 but has said
in the past he niay be interested. He held the
:seat from 1965 to 1975, when he was elected to Congress_
He served time in federal prison following his involvement in the 1992 House
banking scandal.
Incumbent Bob Leeper, 1-Paducah,
deteated Hubbard. the Democratic nominee,
by 58 votes last year in the 2nd District race.

PoliceRreSharifflogs

Murray State University Police Department
• A caller reported items stolen from a vehicle parked at the
Collins Center for Industry and Technology at 10:45 a.m
Wednesday. A report was taken for theft by unlawful taking more
Sen. Ken Waters, R-Murray, holds the 1st than $300.
• A bicycle was reported stolen from White College at 1:30 p.m.
District seat.
for theft by unlawful taking more
Hubbard would have to live in the 1st Wednesday. A report was taken
than $300.
District for a year before the Nov. 4, 2008,
Calloway County Fire-Rescue
general election. He said he would move • Six firefighters in two trucks responded to a field fire off Grant
there in plenty of time to meet the require- Road at 3:37 p.m. Thursday. A broken power line set the field on
ment.
fire, but the blaze was out once firefighters arrived.
He plans to continue practicing law in
Calloway County Sheriff's Department
Paducah but may move his practice to • An attempted burglary was reported at a Scott Fitts Road locaMayfield eventually, he said.
tion at 8:323 a.m. Thursday. A case was opened.
• A burglary was reported on First Street at 1:09 p.m. Thursday.
• A mailbox on Clayton Drive was reported vandalized at 1:55
p.m. Thursday.
•A vandalism complaint was made on Ky. 121 South at 4:45 p.m.
Thursday.
— Information is obtained from reports, logs
and citations from various agencies.

Deputy
fired after
•City takes ...
shooting
own arm
From Front

AP
PROTECTING CHILDREN ONLINE: State Sen Johnny Ray Turner, 0-Drift, left, talks with
state Sen Ray Jones. D-Pikeville, during session in the Senate chambers, Thursday in
Frankfort Ky Jones is a sponsor of a pending bill to make it a felony if a convicted sex offender fails to register their Internet screen names and other electronic identities with the state.
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PADUCAH, Ky. Al')(
-- A
deputy sheriff in western
Kentucky was fired after an
internal investigation concluded
he wasn't honest when he
reported being shot by an
unknown assailant.
McCracken County Sheriff
Jon Hayden said his administrative investigation found that
Deputy Sheriff Benny Harding
shot himself in the upper arm
with a shotgun on Oct. I I.
"He wasn't given a chance to
resign. He was fired," Hayden
told The Paducah Sun. which
had sought Harding's termination letter through an Open
Records request.
Hayden said he would not
release the letter until Friday.
Hayden would not comment
on a motive tor the shooting. He
said Harding was fired on
Wednesday.
A state police investigation
was scheduled to be presented to
a McCracken County grand jury
on Friday. officials said.
larding had reported that he
stopped his cruiser to investigate
a suspicious car just outside the
Paducah city limits lie said a
man stepped from the car and
tired a shotgun. striking him in
the shoulder.
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vs is recognized as being named
Flit' MetLite/NASSP State High
Sch,si1 Prirpal ol the Year tor
21817. a distinction announced
hi the Kentucky Association ot
Se.iindary School Principals
11SASSPi She will serve iti the
state..nominee tor the National
High School Principal of the
leaf Program. sponsored by.
Motile and the National
Nssociation
of
SecOndary
School Principals INASSPi.
••I am truly blessed. I appreciate e‘eryone so much. The
hoard, the faculty and staff, the
student body and my family are
all so supportive I want to thank
the Calloway County community This award belongs to the
high school and the commumR.'. she said. "I am humbled and
honored to have my name on
this award "
Members ot the Calloway
County Middle School's Speech
kali that recently finished in
first place at the KIISSL regional speech competition were
acknowledged
.A1so recognized were ('('MS
wrestlers Michael Treadway,
second place at Kentucky
Middle School State Wrestling
Tournament. and Enc Shoppe.
sixth at Kentucky Middle
School
State
Wrestling
fiburnament
Ashleigh Eldndge and Lidia
Vazquez of ('('MS were recognized for finishing in second
place in wntten examination and
as state qualifier for the
Educational Talent Search
Scholars Bowl
From North Elementary
School, Cody Bergman and

.1'!..ler Stone were recognized as
winners ot the River tientage
MuseUTII.S Pat Brockenborough
River Challenge essay contest.
Members ot the North
Elementary News Crew were
recognized. too. Fifth grade students at North Elementari audition each year to he a member of
the crew. The students tape a
weekly news show that includes
school news, weather, library.
news and skits that include the
use of puppets. Members of the
2006-2007 North News Crew
are Erica Rogers, Destiny.
Vsendling.. Summer Simmons.
Haley
Hounshell, Hudson
Elliott, Cody Bergman, Kailey
Ray, Roger McIntosh. Kattlyn
Burkeen, Justen Pollock and
Levi Bnggs.
-- Several Consent Agenda
items were approved. Among
the requests for fund raisers
were those from the Lady
Laker% Softball Booster Club.
the Calloway County High
School volleyball team, the
Calloway. County High School
Band, the Calloway County
Middle School seventh and
eighth grade Beta Clubs, and
Southwest Elementary School.
— Others items approved
included pre-travel requests.
Bond of Depository for 200708. School-Based Decision Making Council allocations for
2007-08, non-resident contracts,
Calloway County High School
gymnasium 11VAC project
change and Calloway County
High School gymnasium HVAC
project pay application.

NISU ('urns Center Ballrooms
Athanced Ticket Sales Only
$25.00
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Jr.. one of six councilmen on the committee, agreed that the neighbors involved in the specific dispute on South Eighth Street should
work out the disagreement.
"1 think we are jumping the gun on this. I don't think we need to
do anything," Billington said. "... I am not a hunter: I just don't
think it would be good for our community."
One resident directed his comments to Chief Claud. It's not
going to fix the people you are worried about," Paul Myhill said of
the proposed ordinance. "... I hope he and his officers have enough
discretion to handle it case by case."
A few residents talked about having archery' targets set up safely
in their back yards and sixth-grade science teacher Clint Wilson
talked about starting an archery' program at Murray Middle School.
"I don't know how much opposition you'd get to banning the discharge of guns. but to include BB guns, bows and air guns in general is pretty narrow-minded thinking," Wilson to the council committee.
Charlie McKenney said eliminating pests is the only reason residents would really have to shoot a gun in the city limits. He told the
committee about rodents and pests being the issue.
"I think we need to solve the problem, and that's squirrels."
McKenney said. "I'll take a trap over there or whatever we need to
do."
During the full council meeting, councilman Dr. Dan Miller
raised concerns about the decision two weeks ago to unanimously
approve a resolution in support of Goodwill to use nearly $1.6 million in bonds issued by the Kentucky Economic Development
Finance Authority to build a facility on 4.2 acres just north of Bee
Creek on the east side of U.S. 641 North.
Two weeks ago. Miller asked Goodwill representative Joe
Secondine questions about whether he know about Angels Attic, the
local thrift store that generates revenue of the Angels Community.
Clinic, which provides healthcare services to the working poor.
Secondine admitted he wasn't really familiar with the local store.
Angels Attic supporters have voiced concerns that a competing
thrift store would hurt its collections, which would mean less revenue for the clinic. Miller asked his fellow council members what
they thought about reconsidering their resolution. He spoke about
the "law of unintended consequences" and how maybe the Council
unintentionally jeopardized the clinic.
"Health care is going to become less and less available," Miller,
a physician. said. "There are going to be more people applying to the

Five council members expressed their support to Angels Attic
workers and volunteers who were in the audience, but also said there
was no reason to discourage Goodwill from coming. The council's
resolution isn't necessary for Goodwill to proceed, but it's a welcoming gesture.
Councilman Pete Lancaster told Miller that the "law of unintended consequences" goes both ways. "I would hate to think we're trying to say to a business like that,'We don't want you here.— he said.
With about 20 supporters in the audience, Angels Attic founder
Donna Herndon said after the meeting that she was prepared to
address the council, but Mayor Tom Rushing said the group hadn't
specifically' asked to be on the agenda, even though Miller put the
issue on for discussion.
"I don't think we did anything wrong," Rushing said to Herndon
and the other volunteers. "And I'm sorry I can't recognize you, but
sou did not ask to be on the agenda..
Hudspeth repeated what others have said since the vote about
competition presenting an opportunity to rally the troops and
become even better.
"Bottom line, we did something last time that was good for the
city." Hudspeth said. .....Let's not he doom-sayers."
In other business, the council:
—Approved drafting an ordinance to allow the City of Murray to
collect the 8 percent tax on alcohol sales from caterers as it does
from restaurants and Murray Country Club.
A state law passed in 2004 allows caterers to sell alcohol in communities that already have an alcohol ordinance in place, such as
Murray's liquor-by-the-drink provision. Cities can't regulate
whether caterers sell alcohol because they get both their caterers'
licenses and alcohol licenses from the state.
Mattingly told the council adding caterers into the current ordinance is the only way to allow the 8 percent revenue to come back
to the city. The ordinance change will come back to the council for
two votes to make it official.
--Authorized the mayor to enter into an agreement with the
Governor's Office for Local Development and execute any necessary documents for $250010 for industrial site acquisition. The
project is for the Murray-Calloway County Economic Development
Corp. to expand its industnal land.
Mattingly said $250,000 is just a portion of the necessary funds.
A location and other details have not been publicly discussed.
—Learned the first of four finance committee meetings to develop the 2007-08 budget will be at 5:15 p.m. April 10. Other meetings
will be April 24, May 1 and May S. The council will have a public
heanng and its first vote on the spending plan at its May 24 meeting.
A second reading on June 14 will make the budget official.

•President's Day ...
From Front
and citizens. The students are headed for state competition in
Lexington, according MES teacher Chuck Ehrsam, who spearheads
the program.
In other action, the board:
— approved a consent agenda that included action on paying
monthly bills, a $4.17 million allocation to the district's site based
decision-making councils based on the district's draft budget,
approval of technology upgrades districtwide, approval for student
travel and requests for leaves of absence by faculty and staff.
— heard a report from Superintendent Bob Rogers that the district's pre-school audit would begin soon.
The board then adjourned for an executive session to consider
action on possible litigation: however there were no decisions made
during the meeting and no action taken afterward, according to
Rogers.
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Obituary
Mrs. Annie Mae Hopkins
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Mrs AtifIle Mae Hopkins, 88, Glendale Place, Murray, formerly
of the Coldwater community, died Wednesday, Feb. 7, 2007, at 7:03
p.m. at Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
A retired school teacher from the former Kirksey Elementary
School, she was a member of Coldwater Church of Christ, but had
been attending Glendale Road Church of Christ.
Her husband, Edison Hopkins, died March 3, 1998. Also preceding her in death were two grandchildren, Brian Hopkins and Debra
Hopkins Collier. Born Oct. 20, 1918, in Stewart County, Tenn., she
was the daughter of the late F.H. Spiceland Sr. and Sallie Herndon
Spiceland.
Survivors include one daughter, Mrs. Kathy Watters and husband, Danny, Farmington; one son, Kenneth Hopkins, Fairfield
Glade, Tenn.; two sisters,-Mrs. Lorene McCage, Murray, and Mrs.
Hera Jane Lindsey, Reidland; four brothers, Samuel Edward (Ted)
Spiceland and wife, Ophie, Bobby Spiceland and wife, Rose, and
F.H. Spiceland Jr., all of Murray,and Cecil Spiceland, Reidland;two
grandchildren, Brad Forrester, Louisville, and Jaime Forrester,
Farmington; two stepgrandchildren, Derek Watters and wife, Amy,
and Ben Watters and wife. Wendy, all of Murray; two great-grandchildren; four stepgreat-grandchildren.
The funeral will be Saturday at 11 a.m. in the chapel of J.H.
Churchill Funeral Home. John Dale will officiate. Burial will follow
in the Coldwater Church of Christ Cemetery.
Visitation will be at the funeral home from 5 to 8 p.m. today
(Friday).
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Autopsy on Anna Nicole Smith -set for
today; mother blames drugs for death •

HOLLYWOOD,Fla.(AP)
elaborate.
The mother of former Playboy
She said Birkhead was devasplaymate and model Anna
tated. "He is inconsolable, and
Nicole Smith blamed drugs
we are taking steps now to proFriday for her daughter's sudden
tect the DNA testing of the
death that ended an extraordichild. The child is our No. 1 prinary tabloid life at just 39.
ority," she said.
"I think she had too many,
The baby was being cared for
drugs, just like Danny (Smith's
in the Bahamas by the mother of late son)," her mother, Vergie
Shane Gibson, the Bahamian
Arthur, told ABC's "Good
immigration minister who is a
Morning America" on Friday. "I
close friend of Smith's, People
tried to warn her about drugs
magazine reported on its Web
and the people she hung around
site, citing unidentified sources.
with. She didn't listen.
A visibly shaken Gibson
"She was too drugged up."
declined comment as he was
Smith's attorney, Ron Rale,
leaving his office Thursday ,
said the one-time reality TV star
night, and he has not responded
had been ill for several days
to several message left by The 4:
with a fever and was still
Associated Press seeking comdepressed over the death five
ment. Through the '90s and into
months earlier of her 20-yearthe 21st century, Smith was
old son from what a private
famous for being famous, a pop- ;
medical examiner determined
culture punchline because of her
was
a
combination
of
up-and-down
weight, her
methadone and two antidepresMarilyn Monroe looks, her
sants.
exaggerated curves, her littleOn Thursday, authorities say,
girl voice, her ditzy-blonde pera private nurse found Smith
AP sona and her over-the-top ,
unconscious in her room at the Anna Nicole Smith, leaves the U.S. Supreme Court, in this revealing outfits. Recently, she
Seminole Hard Rock Hotel and Feb. 28, 2006, file photo in Washington. Smith, the former lost a reported 69 pounds and
Casino and called 911. A body- Playboy playmate whose bizarre life careened from marrying became a spokeswoman for
guard performed CPR,Seminole an octogenarian billionaire to the untimely death of her son, TrimSpa, a weight-loss supplehow to promote House Bill 152. Police Chief Charlie Tiger said,
ment. In recent TV appearances,
The bill would establish an but Smith was declared dead at a died Thursday after collapsing at a South Florida hotel, one her speech was often slurred and
of her lawyers said.
Office of Trauma Care within hospital.
she seemed out of it. Some critthe state Department for Public
Later Thursday, two sheriffs"'"
Detra•Opri, the attorney who said only that doctors told her to ics said she seemed druggedHealth.
:
deputies carried out at least eight filed Birkhead's paternity suit, get a DNA sample, declining to out.
"Trauma is not on people's brown paper bags sealed wiih
radar screens," said Dr. Andrew red evidence tape from Smith's
FAME
FORTUNE AND MISFORTUNE
Bernard, a trauma surgeon at the hotel room.
Oct 2003: Becomes
1965: Marries at 17: Feb. 1996: Files
University of Kentucky. He said
Edwina Johnson, chief invesspokeswoman for
son, Daniel Smith bankruptcy in
Kentucky needs more Level III
tigator for the Broward County
TrimSpa, a diet pill
California
VIII, born
trauma centers, in places like
Sept. 1991: Lands Feb. 1998: Smith company
Pikeville, Hazard, Somerset, Medical Examiner's Office, said
arrested for battery Dec. 2004: Court
Playboy cover
and the cause of death was under
Owensboro, Ashland
overturns $88 million
for allegedly asFeb.
1992:
Files
for
investigation
and
an
autopsy
Born Vickie divorce from Billy
Paducah. "The vast majority of
saulting a hotel em- inheritance
Lynn Hogan Wayne Smith
ployee
Sept. 2005:
trauma patients don't need a would conducted today.
on Nov. 28,
If Smith died of natural causSept. 2000: Anna Supreme Court
Level I trauma center," Bernard
March:
Playboy
1967, in
agrees to review
Nicole awarded
said, adding that they could be es, the findings will likely be
debuts; later $474
Smith's appeal over the
Houston, cover
million
announced
quickly,
but
definisigns
contract
with
well managed at regional trauma
Marshall fortune
judgment
Anna Nicole Guess? Jeans
hospitals, keeping patients clos- tive results could take weeks,
Smith
2006:
May
2001:
Attends Supreme Court
er to home and minimizing trav- said Dr. Joshua Perper, who was
dropped out April 1993: Film de- Former stepson
but in "The Hudhearing, avoids making
to perform the autopsy.
Marshall
of high sucker
E.
Pierce
el time.
Proxy"
appeals,judge dis- statement
school after
"I am not a prophet, and I
The measure calls for a start
Feb. 1994: Hospi- misses $474 million Sept.: Anna Nicole gives
11th
grade
on development of a state-wide cannot tell you before the autopbirth to a girl, son Daniel
and went on talized after mixing ruling
system that would include a reg- sy what I am going to find," he
prescription drugs March 2002:
Smith dies in the Bahamas
to become a and
alcohol
istry to track injuries, how said.
Smith awarded $88 days later
mother,
quickly they were treated and
million of J. Howard Feb.8, 2007:
Smith's son's death in the
model and June: Marries J.
Anna Nicole
where. Similar legislation has Bahamas on Dec. 10 came just a
celebrity. Howard Marshall II Marshall's oil
at age 26
fortune
collapses and is profailed to be approved in past few days after she gave birth to
nounced dead
Aug. 1995: MarAug.:'The Anna
years.
a daughter, Dannielynn, whose
in Hollywood, Fla.
shall dies of pneu- Nicole Show"
custody remains in dispute. The
monia at age 90
premieres.
lists
birth
certificate
Dannielynn's father as attorney
Howard K. Stern, Smith's most
recent companion, who Rale
said was with Smith at the hotel
and was too choked up to talk
when he called Rale with the
news. Smith's ex-boyfriend
government offices were closed. Larry Birkhead is waging a legal
Schools were closed for a challenge, saying he is the
fourth day in Oswego and father. A hearing was scheduled
Mexico. Temperatures in the in Los Angeles today at which
Are you paying too much for your
Northeast inched back up to lawyers were expected to dissomething closer to normal for cuss an emergency motion filed
Medicare Supplement policy?
this time of year, but the upper by Birkhead's attorney seeking
Midwest and northern Plains DNA from Smith's body. her
still awoke to subzero tempera- attorney Rale said. The reasons
Do you want the freedom to choose
tures Thursday - minus-12 in for the motion were not immediyour doctors and hospitals?
Minneapolis and 3 below zero in ately clear, but an attorney for
Chicago.
Stern, James T. Neavitt, was
There's a health care plan that gives you the benefits
The bitter cold and slippery frustrated.
you've always wanted. Today's Options is a
roads have contributed to at least
-There's no question about
Medicare Advantage Private Fee-for-Service Plan
20 deaths -five in Ohio, four her being the mother,- he said.
from Pyramid Life.
in Illinois, four in Indiana, two "So what's the purpose of the
in Kentucky, two in Michigan. DNA testing? Why do they need
Imagine all these benefits in one plan:
and one each in Wisconsin, New her DNA?"
• Lower monthly premiums'
York and Maryland.
• Nationwide coverage
• Virtually no paperwork
• Freedom to choose your doctors and other
providers without a referral
• Emergency and urgent care worldwide
pris es :is of 9.4.11
Investments Since 1854
Iteneficianes must continue to pay their Medicare Part B premium

Doctors: Statewide
trauma center needed
for rural emergencies
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP)There are 14 states that do not
have a system that provides an
organized method for routing
critically injured people to the
closest appropriate trauma center, according to physicians.
Kentucky is one of them,
according to the Kentucky chapter of the American- College of
Emergency Physicians, which is
trying to spur creation of a such
a system.
The group estimates the
death rate from unintentional
injury is 50 percent higher in
rural areas than in cities. The
physicians said after a Thursday
meeting in Frankfort, that's at
least in part because of the long
distance people have to travel to
get trauma care. The group said
that's a major issue, considering
that trauma is the leading cause
of death in people ages 1-35 in
Kentucky and nationally.
More than 100 doctors, nurses and other emergency medical
workers gathered yesterday in
Frankfort for a meeting about

Upstate N.Y. buried in six
feet of snow; 20 deaths
blamed on cold weather

'
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OSWEGO, N.Y. (AP) While the northern Plains and
Northeast shiver in dangerously
cold temperatures, the folks in
upstate New York are keeping
warm shoveling snow -lots of
snow. Since Sunday, the small
towns of Parish and Mexico
have recorded more than 6 feet
of snow,and forecasters with the
National Weather Service say it
isn't over yet.
The area received a short
reprieve Thursday as the squalls
shifted south into Syracuse,
where between 4 and 8 inches
fell. The lake-effect bands
moved back north in the evening
and were expected to strengthen
overnight.
"We're just trying to keep up.
It's almost an unreal amount,"
said Mayor Randy Bateman of
Oswego, where 70 inches of
snow had fallen by Thursday
morning. "We catch up when it
stops, but then it just comes
again, even heavier."
Gov. Eliot Spitzer declared a
state disaster emergency for the
county Thursday, authorizing all
state agencies to help assist
municipalities and residents in
the storm-wracked region along
eastern Lake Ontario.
Late Thursday the northern
parts of Oswego County were
accumulating as much as 3 inches per hour, said Dave Sage. a
meteorologist with the National
Weather Service in Buffalo. At
times, the snow has fallen at a
rate of as much as 5 inches an
hour.
"I'm sure before morning
there's going to be three or four
areas that have up to 100 inches
1 in Oswego County)." Sage
said.
Whiteout conditions forced
state police to temporarily close
Interstate 81 between Central
Square and Pulaski, a stretch of
about 15 miles. Travel advisories against unnecessary travel
were posted for Oswego and its
neighboring counties. Mexico
officials renewed a snow emergency declaration, and many

lAe

Good Newsfor
Medicare Enrollees.

STOCK MARKET REPORT

Dow Jones Ind. Avg, _126573 + 19.7
Air Products -75.29+ 0.23
37.70 + 0.32
AT&T,Inc.
42.94 + 0.09
BB&T
47.11 pc
Bd1South
Brigs & Stratton ............29.57 + 0.06
-0.01
Bristol Myers Squibb
65.20 -1.43
Caterpillar
Chevron 119111C0 Corp-73.89+ 1.14
+ 1.74
Daimler ('hrysier
44.06 - 0.39
Dean Foods
Eixon-Mob1--. 75.42 0.04
+ 034
Ford Motor
General Electric ----..35.66 - 0.09
3‘00 2.20
General Minors
GIaioSmithKJinr ADR _3644 + 0.80
Goodrich.....---..--49.81 .0.10
Goodyear ---...._. .25.67 -0.03
1116.02 A
HopFed Bank*

+ 0.14
Intel -----.2.6.20 + 0.25
Kroger
+ 0.01
Mattel
McDonalds----............44.85 + 030
.44.01 +0.09
Merck..
.29.26-Microsoft
J.C. Penne) -............83.57 + 0.12
Pepsin), Inc.._....,........._63.83 + 0.52
Pfizer, Inc......---..........26.46 + 0.02
Regions Financial
+ 0.05
2434 -0.11
Schering-Plough
Sears Holding Corp -..185.10 + 4.21
Time Warner ...........-......2135 0.07
0.05
US Bancorp
UST ----__-...-..-58.42 -0.11
-1.61
WellPoint Inc

HILLIARD LYONS
Financial Consultants 11.-R)'
Ron Arant I Heath Scott
Court Square I Murray, KY 42071
270-753.3366 I 800•444.1854
times: 8:00 1.1^.-S:00 p.m. 51F
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To learn more about Today's Options'
from Pyramid Life, contact your local
sales representative:

Ron Sallin
Murray, KY
Phone 759-1565
Cell 210-2533
Toll Free 1-877-281-1528
Today's Options'from Pyramid Life.
Freedom to see who you want for your health care needs.'
Pyramid Life Insurance Company is an insurance
company with a Medicare Advantage contract to offer
a private fee-for-service plan, available to anyone
enrolled in Part B and entitled to Part A Medicare
through age or disability who lives in the service area
and continues to pay any applicable Medicare
premiums Pyramid Life Insurance Company and its
agents are not connected in any way with the federal
or state government or Medicare.
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‘DERS WRITE

()t R

• the
1 hay c heen a plivsi at education and health teacher in
K..;ati,kv tot 12 veat N i:SCE year. I teach an instructional
at:t /11 the W111121:11 ot drugs, alcohol and tobacco. I just
sseel. ,t nstru,non on the dangers of smoking
he w 114! 111hat.
V, ith kindergarten through third graders.
du. ucek. I was able to present important facts
smoking int tutting the increase risk of developing cantune diseases. heart disease and respiratory illnesses.
dudents were horrified upon learning of the thousands
t
aihs that ate attohuted to smoking-related illnesses each
/ the
tilted States lliey were also very concerned,
i bank Iv embarrassed. that Kentucky has more smokers
Addiert W
anyy other state in the U.S
some ol the questions asked by these students were quite
Hit plc .C1 p' Ii
One asked. "Do the people who make
..ticr tc I in o.v they ale killing us.'" Another inquired. "Why
tt I they pm the people who grow tobacco in jail"
iii -se towniess students with tears in their eyes as I
!hem a ',Rhine oh a ile4ithy lung compared to a
dartia tted by smoking Many ot those children have parsmoke and uc tearful tor them because of their
.ttt ha hit
adult. 111 the Commonwealth ot Kentucky, are fail,' toun,e people We are too busy counting the money
revenues to care about the health of our restI I.L
s 1,N e ,eitainic are not the role models our children
bk.

•
•.11141kC

than

I told ui stitleril. 111.11 they V. ill be our leaders someday,
yill at.'itted that vs hen they are in positrons ot leaderthey W ill make smoking illegal" and eliminate tobacco
1

1 /1..111 '01.11111.

/11 11,

Alithael C Conle:y
Murray, Ky

/:_) LETTERS POLICY
✓ Letters may be sent to P.O. Box 1040, Murray, KY
42071, faxed to 270-753-1927, or e-mailed to
editor@murrayiedger.com.
✓ Letters mailed or faxed must be signed and have
address and phone number for verification purposes. Emailed letters must have address and phone number.
✓ No letters will be printed anonymously.
✓ Letters should not exceed 300 words and must be
typed or legible.
✓ The Murray Ledger & limes reserves the right to edit
or reject any letter on the basis of length, style, spelling,
grammar, libel, good taste and frequent contributors to
the Forum page.
✓ Letters of a "thank you" nature that single out sponsors, businesses or individuals by name, except those
directed toward the community as a whole, will not be
accepted.
✓ Letters only represent the viewpoint and opinions of
the writer and not necessarily of the Ledger & Times
staff.
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U.S. Rep. Ed Whitfield (R-Ky.)
:• • Rayburn House Office Bldg Washington, D C
ILISC• (40V

20510
1-202-225-3115

whitfield

U.S. Sen. Jim Bunning (R-Ky.)
• 'Aktii,tsselt Senate Office Building Washington. D C
4 h 11111

burning

20510
1-202-224-4343

bunning senate gov

U.S. Sen. Mitch McConnell (R-Ky.)
AR1,,,,,r-11 Senate Office Building
11,) ,!,)4-:)=)-11 !Washington #i

Washington. DC 20510

A S artan Budget
Only a Demotrat
Seri Barbara Mikulski of
Maryland could say with a
straight lace that President
Bush's proposed $2 9 trillion
hudget tor 2(X) is 'spartan
and skimpy " Demov rats
never have enough ot our
money to spend on their
tastifile entitlement programs
- the ones that keep them in
office
'There are some good
things in this budget, which
Democrats see as had and
some bad things, which
Republicans see as good
Among the good is the
president's proposal is it eliminating money tor 141 programs, saving $12 billion
over five years While $12
billion in a $2 9 trillion
budget is chump change. the
elimination of outdated and
unneeded government programs is a trend to he
encouraged
The president also wants
to make his tax cuts permanent. but he'll he lucky it he
lust wins a [MCI eXteIls1011
of them 'he tav cuts has e
had their desired effect As
Brian Riccil ot the Heritage
Foundation notes. current tax
revenues tollow mg the fate
LUIS .11110Utli to I It 4 percent
of GDP which is above the
histoneal ay erage And 200f,
tax re% enues were 547 billion above the level protected by the Congressional
Budget ()htite before the
2001 tax cuts

SupplY side economics,"
often derided by the
I.ett, has
again been
proven to
work. Less
is more
when ri
collies to
Cal's
Iles.I
Thoughts taxes
and rev By Cal Thomas enue
Syndicated
i inure).
Columnist
vLI;il;se
named "entitlements' are
reduced in the president's
budget prs iposal. sav mg $95 9
Nihon over the next lice
years Much of the say ings
would come from Medicare
by slowing the growth ot
pa v meats to hospitals and
health-care pro\ iders and
increasing premiums for
those w ith higher incomes
'That's called "means testing"
and it has been needed for
some time Demi/CI-dis. who
believe in "soaking the rich."
ought to lac or this proposal.
hut they probably won't
because, if they want to persuade people his is a "tailed
administration. they can't
Afoot to allow the president
to "wan". anything
Both parties know that
Medicare and especially
Social Set Linty need relorm.
hut few want to do vs hat is
necessary fir fear of being

dernagogued by the other
PartY •Ns a result, little gets
done and the coining disaster
troll] the impending retirement ill. 77 million baby
boomers draws ever closer.
.11.1ie president again asks
tor 11 line-item veto he says
vs ill pass Supreme Court
scrutiny and his request for
money to continue the effort
III Iraq is placed in the regular budget instead of hiding
it m "emergency" spending
hills, as has been done
before. That's a major reason
why the total budget is so
high_
Bad things in the budget.
as outlined by Citizens
Against Government Waste.
include the failure to eliminate the Alternative Minimum Tax I AMTt. Congress
designed this monster to get
at the super'rich who oh ten
managed to avoid paying any
taxes, hut the AMT hits a
larger share of the middle
class every year. The proposed one-year "fix" of the
AMT does not solve the
problem it has inflicted on
many middle-class taxpayers
There Is another ridiculous
proposal for $9 billion in
loan guarantees tor alternative energy sources and 52.7
billion for advanced tech- nologies. Haven't we been
spending and 'pursuing such
things for 30 years" This
proposal will not bring us
closer to energy independence, hut it could raise

prices and increase dependeney on government handouts_
Why not let the market and
a political leadership that
ti ibilizes the country to
change its behavior decide
such things'
The war aside tgranted it's
a pretty big aside), there is
still too much III the budget
that is designed to meet
public expectations. There are
still too many people who
believe they are owed something from the sweat of _ _
another's brow. These are
people Who are told from
the earliest stages in life that
they cannot make it without
the help and money" of others. Instead of being taught
the hie principles of those
who have made it. they are
taught the ens y principles of
those who have not.
That government has
become a first resource for
such people. instead of a last
resort, grows the budget and
expands the horizons of
those who believe it is more
blesse4 to receive than - it is
to give. Conservatives now'
priuse a slowing in the rate
of growth as sound !Neal
disciple, while liberals lament
the "cuts in needed domestic
programs "
Why can't government live
within OUR means. instead
ot us always having to live
up to government's wants"

State Rep. Melvin Henley (R-Murray)
Frankfort. Ky 40601
1-800-372-7181

C,ip;toi Annex
!•
Irc k.v goy

i•

State Sen. Ken Winters(R-Murray)
Annex

Frankfort Ky 40601
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Who's Blocking What?
Aside from the fact that
it is patently untrue that
Senate Republicans are
blocking any debate on the
current state of the war in
Iraq. the hypocrisy of the
Democrats on the issue boggles the mind.
If you believe what you
read in the
media t a
very foolish
thing to do
nowadays
when the
boy s and
girls in
mainstream
media have
finally.
bowed to
Making reality and
abandoned
Sense
any preBy Michael
tense of
Reagan
being nonSyndicated
partisan t,
Columnist
the GOP
leadership
is hell-bent on preventing
any debate on the Senate
floor about the planned surge
of troops and the president's
new strategy of cleansing the
strife-ridden streets of Baghdad and neighboring Anbar
province.
That's flat-out untrue. but
sticking to the truth is not
one of the things for which
the Democrats and their
media allies are best known.
According to CNN News

on Wednesday. top Senate
Democrats called on Senate
Republicans to "stop, blocking
a debate" on President
Bush's plan to send additional troops to Iraq.
"Before sending another
4)4.11011 young Americans into
battle, the Congress owes it
to slur troops, their families.
and their communities to
hace an honest and open
discussion about their mission." the Democrats said in
a news release.
(loops' The President is
sending about 21,000 new
troops. not 0.(100. hut then,
as noted those, the Democrats never let the truth get
in their way when playing
the demagogue game After
all. 44.(100 sounds scarier
than 21.000.
Anyway, the Democrats
are busy trying to convince
the public that in blocking a
vote on the "no confidence"
Warner resolution cnticizing
President Bush's troop-surge
and pacification strategy the
Senate Republicans are trying
to block any debate on the
matter
Senate Majority Leader
Harry Reid rants that Republicans "did our country a
grave disservice" by "blocking a debate" on the Iraq
war.
The fact is that the Senate GOP leadership insists
that they do want a full

debate on the issue and not
one limited to a single noconfidence vote on the president's surge strategy..
According to Senate
Republican leader Mitch
McConnell of Kentucky. the
U.S. mission in Iraq is the
most important issue facing
the country.
"And this nveans. oh
course, that the men and
women ot this body have no
higher duty than to express
ourselves openly and honestly on this issue -- to take a
stand on where we stand."
And. adds McConnell.
the best way to do that is
k)r the senators to "express
themselves on whether to
fund or not fund the war in
Iraq."
By blocking a vote on
the war-funding resolution.
McConnell. charged. Democrats are blocking a vote on
the "essential question...Do
we oppose this war to the
point of action, or do we
simply want to make a
point'!"
The Democrats, he said.
"do not want to vote on
whether troops should be
funded. Period. There is no
more critical question at this
moment. We have the duty
to take it up. and well continue to fight for that right."
According to The Washington Times, Mc('onnell -who previously insisted he

won't "allow a vote on the
resolution of no confidence"
without a site on two other
resolutions -- has modified
his stance.
One of the resolutions,
authored by Sen. John
McCain. "would endorse the
'surge' plan but set benchmarks for Iraqi self-governance." and the other sponsored by Sen. Judd Gregg.
would promise not to cut
funding for the war."
McConnell now offers to
allow the IWarner/Democaticl
resolution to go forward in
exchange for a vote on the
'no funding cutoff resolution
only.'
But according to USA
Today. Reid told McConnell
to go fly a kite, saying
"negotiations are over."
You have to be amused
by the Democrats' antics —
after all, these are the same
people who made a career
out of blocking up-or-down
votes on the confirmation of
hordes of constitutionalist
nominees to the federal
courts.
And now they are back
at it. blocking a full debate
on the war and the vital
issue of funding our troops
in harm's way and having
the gall to say it's the
Republicans doing the blocking.
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MSU student
receives
musical
scholarship

'Taste of New Orleans' dinner
planned by Relay for Life team
On the Mark Catering's Relay for Life
Team will host a "Taste of New Orleans"
dinner on Saturday, Feb. 17 from 5 to 8
p.m. at Mattingly Hall at St. Leo Catholic
Church, North 12th Street.
The meal will include gumbo, creole,
potato salad, bread, choice of bread pudding or king cake and drink.
The cost will be $15 in advance and
$20 at the door, MSU students with ID
and children under 10 will be $10. Carry
Datebook out wffi be mailable except for children's
By Jo Burkeen price.
Persons can also pre-order creole and
Community
gumbo by the gallon. To purchase tickets,
Editor
contact Mark Anderson at 753-2267 or
227-4510 or e-mail onthemark@netscape.com.

Disaster Relief Breakfast planned
Disaster Relief Breakfast will be held Saturday, Feb. 17, at
8 a.m. at the Blood River Baptist Association office building
at Hardin. Reservations must be made by Thursday, Feb. 15
by calling 437-4203 or e-mail bloodriver@mchsi.com.

Pet microchipping clinic Saturday
A pet microchipping clinic by the Humane Society of Calloway County will be Saturday from 9 a.m. to 2 p.m. at Murray State University's Doggie Day Spa at the Carman animal
health technology building, College Farm Road. For more information call 759-1884.

Photo provided
QUILT LOVERS: Presenting a program on the scholarship winners of the Quilt Show at
Paducah were, from left, Karen Hayes, Goldie Wagner and Bridgett Stuart at the January
meeting of the Quilt Lovers of Murray. The next meeting will feature an auction on Tuesday.
Feb. 20, at 6 p.m. at the Calloway County Public Library. All persons interested in quilting
are invited.

MHS Senior Bradley
Randall Black named as
National Merit finalist

Scholarship applications available

-1

Applications are now available for the Janie Story Memorial-Hazel woman's Club scholarship., Interested seniors should
pick up applications and guidelines in the school's guidance
office.

Wesley Foundation dedication Sunday
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Murray State Wesley Foundation will have a dedication service and celebration of its newly renovated building on Sunday
from 3 to 5 p.m. The building is located at*1315 Payne St.,
Murray. An informal light meal will be served following the
service for those who would like to stay and fellowship. For
more information call 759-8623.

Lincoln Day Dinner will be Saturday
The Jackson Purchase Area Republican Lincoln Day Dinner
will be Saturday starting with a "meet and greet" session at
4:30 p.m. followed by the dinner in the ballroom of Murray
State University Curris Center ballroom. Each of the candidates will be allowed to make brief remarks before Mike Duncan of Inez, a long-time Republican activist, delivers the keynote
address. Tickets are $25 and can be purchased by contacting
Russ Randall at 703-1120 or Vernon Anderson at 759-1556.

Chelsea Darnell

Darnell joins
elite group
at college

LEXINGTON, Ky.—Murray
resident, Chelsea Darnell. is
one of 31 students named to
DAR plans Good Citizens' luncheon
Captain Wendell Oury Chapter of the Daughters of the the Gatton College of BusiAmerican Revolution will have its Good Citizens' luncheon on ness and Economic's selective
Saturday at noon at August Moon restaurant. Ashley Winkler, Global Scholars Program. Dara senior at Calloway County High School, and Megan Pem- nell was selected to the group
ber, a senior at Murray High School, will be honored as the from nearly 100 applicants to
DAR Good Citizens for their respective schools. Wilma Beat- the program.
The Global Scholars program
ty and Verona Grogan will be hostesses. All members and
is open to exceptional firstprospective members are invited.
year students who are seeking
to develop their professional
Angel Alert issued
An Angel Alert for a standard size refngerator for a single acumen and leadership skills.
mother of three is needed. Anyone having one to donate is The program combines immerasked to call the Calloway County Family Resource Center at sive learning, leadership development opportunities, and a
762-7333.
global perspective that cultivates a student's self-discovHazel Relay for Life Team plans event ery
and develops in them a
The Hazel Baptist Church Relay for Life Team will host a
sustained commitment to excelValentine's lunch on Sunday at approximately 11:45 a.m. in
lence necessary to lead people
the Family Life Center, directly behind the church. The menu
in today's international busiwill be chili, soup, sandwiches and a dessert auction. Dona- ness environment.
tions will be taken for the relay team. The public is invited.
To be eligible for admission into the Global Scholars,
Woodmen Youth event Saturday
Darnell must have graduated
Woodmen of the World Youth event will be Saturday from with an un-weighted high
11 a.m. to 1 p.m. at Mr. Gatti's. This will include lunch and school grade point average of
games. For information call Jeanne' Hilbrecht, 753-4377.
3.6 or above or an ACT score
of 28 or higher (or SAT score
Genealogical society will meet
of 1240 or higher). In addiCalloway County Genealogical Society will meet Saturday tion to academic performance,
at II a.m. in the annex of Calloway County Public Library. Darnell was evaluated on her
Searching for family information will be emphasized. Guests past leadership experiences,
interest in international or crossare welcome to attend.
cultural issues, and ability to
work in team settings.
Mother to Mother Group to meet
As a Global Scholar, DarMother to Mother, a support group for breastfeeding moms,
is scheduled to meet Saturday at 10:45 a.m. at St. John's Epis- nell is eligible to enroll in specopal Church. Featured will be refreshments and door prizes. cially designed courses that
Pregnant moms, dads and older children are welcome. For challenge her to excel and
expand her professional horimore information call Heather Duffy at 436-5657.
zon and help her develop strong
ties with other high achieveAdoption seminar Saturday
ment-oriented students.
Agency,
Adoption
Cornerstone
director
of
Filmon,
Teresa
As part of a Darnell's four
will present a seminar on "International Adoptions" on Saturyear Global Scholar experiday at 9:30 a.m. at Glendale Road Church of Christ. The event
ence, she will spend one semesis free and open to interested persons.
ter abroad studying with students from one of Gatton ColClinic open house on Sunday
lege's international partner uniThe open house for Angels Community Clinic, 1005 Poplar versities.
St., Murry will be Sunday from 1 to 3 p.m. This will be to
For more information on
celebrate the seventh anniversary of providing free medical. Gatton's Global Scholars Proprescription and dental services to qualified uninsured working gram, contact Suzanne Walpatients of Calloway County. Also honored will be all of the drop at (859).257-0043.
dedicated volunteers at the clinic and also at the Angels Attic
which uses its funds to make the clinic project possible. Anyone interested in touring the clinic or to become a volunteer
is encouraged to attend. Refreshments will be served.

Bradley Randall Black. a
Murray High School senior,
has been named as a finalist
in the 52nd annual National
Merit Scholarship Program
(NM SC).
The National Merit Scholarship Program has now determined which of the 16.0(k)
Semifinalists named last September have met all requirements to advance to Finalist
standing in the competition for
Merit Scholarship awards to
be offered in 2007.
The selection of some 8,200
Merit Scholarship winners from
the group of more than 15,000
is now in progress. These acaBradley Randall Black
demically talented high school
as
an initial screen of program
seniors have an opportunity to
continue in the competition for entrants. The nationwide semisome 8,200 Merit Scholarship finalists named in the 2007
awards, worth $33 million, that National Merit Scholarship Program pool of semifinalists,
will be offered this spring.
A 2006 Kentucky Governor which represents less than one
Scholar Program participant, percent of U.S. high school
Black advanced to this level seniors, includes the highest
through his outstanding high scoring entrants in each state.
school
academic
record, The number of semifinalists in
endorsement and recommenda- a state is proportional to the
tion by the school principal, state's percentage of the nationand earning SAT scores that al total of graduating seniors.
An MHS band member who
confirm the student's earlier
is
vice
president of the MHS
qualifying test performance.
The semifinalist and a school Spanish Club and captain of
official must submit a detailed the MHS Varsity Tennis Team.
scholarship application, which Black will compete for one of
includes the student's self- 2,500 National Merit $2500
descriptive essay and informa- scholarships that will be awardtion about the semifinalist's par- ed on a state representational
ticipation and leadership in basis. Additionally, approxischool and community activi- mately 200 colleges and universities are expected to finance
ties.
Teresa Speed, MHS princi- some 4,600 college-sponsored
pal, is proud of Black's honor. Merit Scholarship awards for
"Brad joins an e4te group of finalists who will attend the
Kentucky's brightest students," sponsor institution.
Merit Scholarship winners
she said. "He is to be commended for this prestigious of 2007 will be announced in
four nationwide news releases
recognition."
More than 1.4 million jun- beginning in April and coniors in nearly 21,000 high cluding in July. These scholschools entered the 2007 arship recipients will join more
National Merit Program by tak- than 242,000 other distining the 2005 Preliminary guished young people who have
SAT/National merit Scholar- earned the Merit Scholar title.
Black is the son of Dr. RanTest
Qualifying
ship
and Kim Black of Murdall
(PSAT/MNSQT), which served
ray, Ky.
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moviesinmurray.com
SHOWTIMES BEFORE 6 PM
ON SAT & SUN. ONLY

Hannibal Rising
R - 1:05 - 3:40 - 7:15 - 9:45

Epic Movie
PG13- 12 :35 - 8:20 - 9:55
Arthur & The Invisibles
PG - 2:10 - 4:00 - 6:30

The Messengers
PG13 • 1:10 - 3:10.7:25- 9:25

Because I Said So
P613 - 1:20 - 3:35- 7:00 - 9:10

Norbit
P613- 1:35 - 3:50 - 7:10-9:20

Smokin'Aces
R - 1:15 - 3:30 - 7:30 - 9:40

Stomp The Yard
PG13 - 3:15 - 9:15
Night At The Museum
PG - 12:50 -'6:55
Program Information Call 753-3314

To
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Call 753-1916

OPEN vk

Monday-Friday
7:30 a.m. - 5 p.m.

this Saturday Only ,F
9 a.m. to 5 p.m.

The Angels Community Clinic

•-•

Murray State University student Jacob Hein was recently
named the recipient of the Jim
and Carolyn Fern Music Education Scholarship from the
Kentucky Music Educators
Association.
Hein's experience in teaching band, music theory and
general music, as well as his
participation in Murray State's,
Kentucky College Music Educators chapter, led to his receipt
of the scholarship according
to officials from KMEA.
In 2004 and 2005. Hein
participated in the KMEA Intercollegiate Band and has participated in many instrumental
ensembles at Murray State
throughout his college career.
KMEA also noted Hein's dedication to his education, as
evidenced through his being
on the dean's list and holding
grade point avera high overall
.
age.
He will be traveling to
Louisville this week for the
KMEA In-Service Conference.
at which the KMEA board of
directors will officially present Hein with the scholarship.
Jacob, the son of Joe and
Debbie Hein of Henderson, is
a senior music education/trumpet performance major. He
plans on graduating in May
2007. Hein is currently student teaching at North Calloway
Elementary School.

invites the community to an

open _no7/Se

SUNDAY;ftsauAzy 11-* 1 PJA. To 3P.M.
11 Maple
Kemucky 42071

1005 Poplar Street
The Clinic will celebrate its 7th anniversary of providing free
medical. prescription, and dental services to qualified uninsured
working patients of Calloway County, and will be honoring all of
the dedicated volunteers that make this project possible_ Anyone
interested in touring the Clinic and becoming a volunteer is
encouraged to attend. Refreshments will be served.
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107 South Fourth Street • Murray, KY
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CALVARY TEMPLE
Sunday School
10:00 a.m
Worship
1100 a.m. & 630 p.m
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DEXTER PENTECOSTAL CHURCH
Sunday School
10:00 am
Worship
11 a.m. & 6 p.m
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MURRAY FIRST UPC
10:00 a.m
Sunday School
11:00 a.m
Worship
7:00 pen
Wednesday Worship
FAITH TABERNACLE
10:00 a.m
Sunday School
11 a.m. & 7 p.m
Worship
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JENNY RIDGE PENTECOSTAL
6:00 p.m.
Saturday Evening
1030 a.m. & 6 p.m
Worship
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TRINITY CHRISTIAN CENTER
10:00 a.m.
Sunday School
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Wednesday Worship
7 p.m
UNITED PENTECOSTAL
CHURCH-NEW CONCORD
10:00 am
Sunday School
Worship Service
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FIRST PRESBYTERIAN
9-30 a.m
Sunday School
Worship
10-45 a.m
LIBERTY CUMBERLAND
Sunday School
10-00 a.m
11 00 atm
Worship Service
NORTH PLEASANT GROVE
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Sunday School
Worship
1100 am
OAK GROVE CUMBERLAND
PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH
Sunday School
10:00 am
Worship Service
11 a.m. & 6 pm
UNITY CUMBERLAND
10-00 a in
Sunday School
11_00 am.& 6:30 p in
Worship
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BETHEL APOSTOLIC
PENTECOSTAL CHURCH
10:00 a.m
Sunday School
Worship Service
11:00 am
5:00 p.m
Sunday Night
7:00 p.m.
Wednesday Night
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BETHEL FELLOWSHIP
CHURCH OF GOD
1000 a.m
Sunday School
11:00 a.m. & 6:00 p.m
Church
7'00 p.m
Wednesday

Attend The Church Service Of Your Choice
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AMERICA'S CHURCH OF GOD
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10-00am & 500 pm
Sundays
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HIGHER PRAISE
WORSHIP CENTER
Praise and Worship lit 30 a in & H pin
7pm
Wednesday Family Training

011 p pi.

I- Ills I BAPTIST
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HARMONY MENNONITE CHURCH
4 aided %est of Lynn Grove
1 1,
10.00 a.m
Sunday School
10 45 am
Worship
7 30 pm
Evening Service

LUTHERAN

Good News Bible 1 John 4:7

in

CHURCH OF THE LIVING GOD
9:30 a.m
Bible School
11 30 a.m & 7 p.m
Wontlup
7 p.m.
Wed. Bible Study
7 p.m
Friday Worship

151:MANUEL LUTHERAN
900 a in
Bible Study
Worship
10-30 a in

114 n I rig Worship
A

UNITY OF num FELLOWSHIP
3 p.m.
Sunday
7 p.m
Wednesday

JEHOVAH'S WITNESS
Public Talk
9 30 a in
10 30 a m
Watchtower Study

Dear Friends, let us love one another,
because love comesfrom God.

ST. JOHN
.15/

SHILOH FULL GOSPEL ASSEMBLY
700 p.m.
Thursday Night
1000 a.m.
Sunday Morning
7-00 p.m
Sunday Evening

In the Bible, chapter 13 of St.
Paul's first letter to the
Corinthians is sometimes called
the "Love Chapter." It says in
part that, "love is very patient
and kind, never jealous or envious, never boastful or proud,
never haughty or selfish or rude.
Love does not demand its own
way. It is not irritable or touchy.
It does not hold grudges and
will hardly even notice when
others do it wrong." St. Paul also
tells us that if we do not have
love, we are worth nothing at all. We often hear
this reading at weddings because it is good
advice for the bride and groom as well as for the
attending guests. It seems that we can never read
or hear these words without thinking about some
aspect of our lives that we can improve. Perfect
love k something that everyone should strive for,
and the Bible tells us that we should love God
and our neighbor. "God is Love," and when we
are striving for perfect love, we are nurturing a
relationship with our Heavenly Father.

NEW PROVIDENCE
10 00 a lip
•••'.tilld.,10.
hool
W.a-stap
II a in St 6 p es

ASSEMBLIES OF GOD
us

Love One Another

MOUNT HOREB FREEWILL BAPTIST
Sunday School
930 am
Worship
II 00 a in
NEW MT. CARMEL MISSIONARY
Morning Worship
11 00 a m
6(45 p m
Evening Worship
NORTHSILIE
Morning Worship
10 00 a in
9$) p as
Esening Worship

APOSTOLIC

HARVEST LAND
MINISTRIES INTERNATIONAL
7 p.m.
Tuesdays Bible Study
Saturdays Spiritual Trairung 6 p.m.
Saturdays Celebration Service 7 p.m.

612 S. 9th St.

753-5719
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1-800-858-0492
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SINCE /944

READY MIX CO.

Office Technology Specialists
1393 State Route 45
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Family Is Here To
Help Yours.
1797W Main• Murray •270-753-1942
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Are temptations and trials the same? ChurchBulletins
By Richard Youngblood, Minister at University
Church of Christ
Question: I know that
ing produces perseverance;
God does not allow us to
perseverance, character: and
be tempted beyond what
character, hope" (Romans
we can bear, but does he
5:2-4). While we are in
put burdens on us that we
this process of developing
cannot bear?
character and hope, we are
Answer: Temptations and
assured that we will not be
burdens may be different,
disappointed "because God
but they are also very simihas poured out his love into
lar. God uses both to make
our hearts by the Holy Spirus stronger in faith. In his
it, whom he has given us"
compassion, he will never
(Romans 5:5).
allow us to face anything in
Throughout the Bible, we
life without providing either
are assured of the Lord's
a way of escape or the
presence and help in whatevpower to handle it.
er need we may have. The
God himself cannot be
apostle Paul said, "I have
tempted by evil and neither
learned the secret of being
does he tempt anyone to do
content in any and every sitevil (James I:13). However, uation, whether well fed or
the same word that our Eng- hungry, whether living in
lish Bibles translate as
plenty or in want. I can do
"temptation" is also translateverything through him who
ed as "trials." God does
gives me strength" (Philippiallow us to face trials for
ans 4:12-13).
our own good. James
Concerning our burdens,
wrote: ''Consider it pure joy,
Jesus said, "Come to me, all
you who are weary and burmy brothers, whenever you
face trials of many kinds.
dened. and I will give you
because you know that the
rest. Take my yoke upon
testing of your faith develops you and learn from me, for
1 am gentle and humble in
perseverance. Perseverance
must finish its work so that
heart, and you will find rest
for your souls. For my yoke
you may be mature and
is easy and my burden is
complete, not lacking anything" (James 1:2-4). We
light- (Matthew 11:28-30).
Writing to Christians, the
are also told. "God is faithHebrew author took God's
ful: he will not let you be
promise to Israel and added
tempted beyond what you
words from the Psalms:
can bear. But when you are
tempted, he will also provide "Never will I leave you:
a way out so that you can
never will I forsake you.'
So we say with confidence,
stand up under it" (1
'The Lord is my helper; I
Corinthians 10:13).
Similar words are written
will not be afraid. What can
man do to me?" (Hebrews
about sufferings, ". . we
also rejoice in our sufferings, 13:5-6). The Heavenly
because we know that suffer- Father has also provided the

caring fellowship of other
Christians to help one another bear their burdens, and to
comfort one another in their
sorrows (Galatians 6:2; 2
Corinthians 1:3-7).
Athletes have a slogan
that says, "No pain, no
gain." The same principle
works in all of life. We
have a Heavenly Father who
loves us and works with us
in all of life's experiences.
He takes the good and the
bad and uses them to exercise, discipline, burn out the
impurities, reshape and mold
us for abundant life now and
forever. Those who submit
to his divine hand soon
learn to trust him more and
more as they see all things
working for their eternal
good (Romans 8:28).
Do you know anyone else
that can offer to turn life's
temptations into triumphs and
burdens into blessings?
Jesus said, "No one who has
left home or brothers or sisters or mother or father or
children or fields for me and
the gospel will fail to
receive a hundred times as
much in this present age
(homes, brothers, sisters,
mothers, children and fields-and with them, persecutions)
and in the age to come,
eternal life" (Mark 10:29-30).
Send questions or comments
to University Church of Christ,
801 N. 12th, Murray, KY 42071
or phone 270-753-1881. This
article is reproduced on the
web: wwwnchrist.org

Various churches have released information
concerning their worship services for the coming weekend as follows:
Martin's Chapel United Methodist: Rev.
Gene Burkeen, pastor, will speak about "Danger New Year Under Construction" with scripture from Mark 4:35-41 and I Corinthians 2:9
at the 9 a.m. worship service. The choir will
sing "Uncloudy Day" With Ralph Robertson as
leader. Ricky Cunningham, pianist, will play a
solo, "It Is No Secret What God Can Do."
Sunday School will be at 10 a.m. A fellowship time will be at 2 p.m. when the DVD of
the Presley Family of Branson, Mo., will be
shown.
University Church of Christ: , Richard
Youngblood, minister, will speak about "A
Place to Belong" with scripture from Ephestans
2:19-22 at the 10 a.m. worship service. Members of the University Christian Student Center will be in charge Of the 6 p.m. worship
service. Assisting Sunday morning will be Jerry
Green, John Murdock and Bobby Bazzell. Danny
Claiborne is worship leader and Roy Hawkins
is youth and family minister. Bible classes will
begin at 9 a.m.
North Pleasant Grove Cumberland Presbyterian: Bro. Charles Westfall, pastor, will speak
about "Give Them To Eat" with scripture
from Luke 9:12-17 at the 11 a.m. worship
service. David Bogard is song leader with Margaret Nell Boyd as pianist. Sunday School will
be at 10 a.m.
Memorial Baptist: Bro. Martin Severns, interim pastor, will speak at the 8:30 and 10:50
a.m. services and the 6 p.m. worship service.
J.T. Lee is acting music director with Misty
Williams and Kathy Thweatt as accompanists.
The ordinance of The Lord's Supper will be
observed at both morning services. The choir
will sing "Grace Flows Down" at the second
morning service. Assisting will be Jeff Graves,
deacon of the week, and Ron James, Sunday
School director. Sunday School will be at 9:40
a.m.
Westside Baptist: Rev. Glynn Orr, pastor,
will speak about -From Believing to Becoming: Becoming Faithful Stewards of Our Time"
with scripture from II Corinthians 5:1-10: 14-

15; 6:1-2 at the 10:30 a.m. worship service.
A business meeting will be at the 6 p.m. service. Tommy Scott is minister of music. The
choir will sing "Sweeter" and Mark Morgan
will present special music at the morning hour
and Shea McWherter will present special music
at the evening hour. Assisting will be Larry
Dickerson and Bob Wallace, deacons of the
week. Shelly Harris is minister to preschool
and children. Sunday thool will be at 9:30
.1•••••'
a.m.
Hardin Baptist: Bro. Ricky Cunningham, pastor, will speak "Hebrew Hall of Faith" with
scripture from Hebrews 11 at the 8, 9:15 and
10:30 a.m. worship services. A movie, "Facing the Giants," will be shown at the 6 p.m_
service in the sanctuary.
Grace Baptist: Bro. Sammy Cunningham,
pastor, will speak at the 10:45 a.m. and 6 p.m.
worship services. Henry Nance is minister of
music with Sherry Fortner, Oneida White and
Kathy Garrison as accompanists. Kailey Stone
and JR. Cantrell will sing at the morning hour
and Teddy Futrell will have special music at
the evening hour. Eddie Morris will give the
children's sermon. Brian Steward is minister
of youth. Assisting will be Dwain McClard,
deacon of the week, and Walter Bell, Allen
Leslie, Kevin Phillips and Corey Birdsong, ushers. Sunday School will be at 9:30 a.m. and
prayer meetings at 5:30 p.m.
Coldwater Church of Christ: Richard Guilt,
minister, will speak about "What Do You Say
at a Funeral If One is Lost?" with scripture
from II Corinthians 1:3-4 at the 10:15 a.m.
worship service and about "Great Lessons from
Hebrews" with scripture from Hebrews 6:4-8
at the 6 p.m. worship service. Song leaders
will be Kevin Smith and Jason Jones.
First Presbyterian: Rev. Ben Elton Cox,guest
speaker, will speak about "L.O.V.E." with scripture from I John 4:2-12 at the 10:45 a.m.
worship service being held in Wrather Auditorium at Murray State University. Sarah Ledbetter is choir director with Lee Kern as pianist.
The choir will sing "Soon and Very Soon."
Assisting will be Rev. David M. Montgomery,

•See Page 8A

Freedom Rider Rev. Cox to visit Murray as guest speaker
This weekend the United
Campus Ministers Association
welcomes Rev. Benjamin Elton
Cox, the oldest Freedom Rider.
The Freedom Riders were
a group of civil rights activists
who rode buses bound for the
deep South to challenge the
outdated Jim Crow Laws.
Originally from Whiteville,
Tenn., Cox earned the nickname "Be!tin' Elton" during
the Freedom Ride. After gaining his first job as a pastor in
High Point, N.C., Cox began
leading militant civil rights
efforts in his area. Cox's commitment
to
non-violence
brought him attention from the
national NAACP leaders.
Cox joined the Freedom Riders after receiving a call from
Jim Fanner, national director
of Congress on Racial Equality (CORE). He went to Washington wearing a formal clerical collar, so riders would not
doubt the Freedom Ride was
blessed.
Cox will address Sunday
School classes and will preach
at First Presbyterian Church,
and then will speak at 6:30

Wednesday, he will speak to
various classes at Murray State
University as well as Murray
Middle and Murray High
schools. On Tuesday at 7 p.m.,
Cox will speak at 7 p.m. in
the Curris Center Ballroom,then

will speak to the Murray Rotary
Club at noon on Thursday.
"It is an honor to have Rev.
Cox visit. He has been part
of large and significant events
in our history," said Andrea
Denney, President of Ministry

Meet, Greet & Hear

Rev. Ben Elton Cox
Sunday, Feb. 11th
Meet & Greet — 6:30 p.m.
Presentation — 7:00 p.m.

New Life Church
Maple Center
Ballroom
(3rd & Maple)

Rev. Benjamin Elton Cox
p.m. at New Life Christian
Church at Third and Maple

streets.
Monday,

Tuesday

and

Dorgan will speak about her mission
work in Africa at Lynn Grove church
LYNN GROVE,Ky. — Marsha Dorgan will be the guest
speaker at Lynn Grove United
Methodist Church on Sunday
at 6 p.m.
Dorgan, a Murray State University graduate in agriculture,
has started mission work in
Africa, associated with the African University. She goes
to Africa once or twice a year
to coordinate the project and
check on developments.
Her work titled "Dream Farm
- Dream Dairy." involves trying to establish better farming
methods and to implement better dairy practices: thereby helping to elevate and to eradicate
hunger in the area.
Dorgan's work is sponsored
y donations from churches.
She said "I would welcome
any local churches getting
involved in this endeavor as part
of their mission work for their
church."
The public is invited to
come and hear her presentation and to ask questions pertaining to her project.
Dorgan is the wife of Mickey Carpenter, district superin-

Open to All, a campus ministry at First Presbyterian
Church.
For more information about
Rev. Benjamin Elton Cox's visit
to Murray State call Rev. David
Montgomery at 753-6460.

In our

One of the last Historic Freedom

CHURCHES
tendent of the Paris District of
the United Methodist Church.

South
Pleasant
Grove UMC
names officers
Rev. Joey Reed is the pastor of South Pleasant Grove
United Methodist Church which
meets for worship at 10:45
a.m. with Sunday School at
9:45 a.m. each Sunday.
Keith Brandon serves as
church council chair with Kent
Wisehart as lay leader. Charles
Jackson as treasurer, and Ron-

Me Jackson as financial secretary.
Jeanette Osborne is the annual conference delegate with
Charles Jackson as alternate delegate. Donna Whitfield serves
as president of the United
Methodist Women and George
James as president of United
Methodist Men.
Others serving are Jean
Cooper, Christian Outreach:
Valerie Clark, acolyte coordinator and resource secretary:
Sue Veazey, greeter coordinator: Donna Jackson, church historian: Shannon Erwin, recording secretary: Rebecca James,
membership secretary; and
Ruby Duncan and Clarkie Butterworth, subscriptions coordinators.
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Making Murray Music

Corn's steady,
soybeans rising,
report says

SCOTT NANNEY/Ledger & Times
Murray State University was host to a couple of famous musicians — or one and a university
president. at least Above. MSU's Dr Randy Dunn played trombone with the Racer Pep Band
between the men's and women's basketball games last night at the RSEC. Earlier, bluegrass
player.comedian Mike Snider at right, gave a concert at the Curns Center as part of Soybean
Promotion Day at MSU

ERIC WALKER/Ledger & Times

WASHINGTON(AP)—The
high prices farmers are getting
for their corn remain steady,
and soybean prices have risen,
the Agriculture Department said
today.
There was little change from
January in the monthly crop
report. Vigorous demand for
corn-based ethanol fuel will
consume one-quarter of the
nation's corn crop. and about
the same share will be sold to
foreign buyers, the department
said. Average corn prices remain
at record levels of $3 to $3.40
a bushel, analysts said.
The forecast for soybean
prices rose to $5.90 to $6.50
a bushel, the second-highest
level in a decade. Last month's
forecast was $5.75 to $6.45.
Wheat prices are now forecast at $4.20 to $4.30 a bushel,
up 5 cents on the low end but
down 15 cents on the high end
from last month.
The report offered no assessment of damage to citrus and
other fruits and vegetables from
the cold in January. Surveys
of growers are under way, and
new forecasts will be released
next month for crops in California, Arizona and Texas, the
department said.
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lasses at 10:15 an,
Net, a contemporary praise and
First Baptist: Dr. Wendell worship service for college stuRay. pastor, will speak about dents will he at 8 p.m. led by
The Holy Highway" at the 8:30 Boyd Smith, associate pastor
and Hi 55 &M. very icesand of students.
Will lead the Winter Bible Study
First Christian: Dr. Charles
on When Men Call God A Rolen. senior pastor, will speak
Liar- at the C p.m. worship about "Christ is Risen...Indeed'cry ice. all in the sanctuary. with scnpture from / CorinthiMike Crook is associate pas- ans 15:12-20 at the 10: I 5
tor ot music. with Margaret a.m. worship service. Mark
Wilkins and Lisa Ray as accom- Dycus is minister of music
panists. assisted by the Praise with Julie Warner. Donnie HenCalli [he sanctuary choir will
drix and Judith Hill as accomsing "Joy In the Morning" and panists. Pam Wright will sing
Media lir ii. kson and Janet Finch, a solo. Erin Murphy. will give
vs ill sing "Rejoice- at the sec- the children's sermon. Assistond service Joetta Kelly. min- ing will be Amanda Carter,
ister to preschool and children. worship leader, Judy Eldredge
will give the children's ser- and Don Bennett. elders, and
mon at both morning sers
Ron and Vera Melone. Larry.
Assisting will he Da% id •Fray is Benton. Keena Miller. Denny
and Fred Stalls, deacons of the Lane and Lyn Ryan, diaconate.
sv eek.'Denise TritVls and Deb.
Poplar Spring Baptist: Denh1 J
Bell Sunday School nis Norvell, pastor, will speak
vs III he .11
45 Jill
Anti [he
about -The Race for Maturi-

ty- with scripture from Philippunts 3:12-16 at the 8:45 and
I I a.m. worship services and
about "The Battle for God's
People" with scripture from
Exodus 5-10 at the 6 p.m. worship service. Dee and Kathy
Liplord will lead the worship
services with Hazel Brandon,
Dee Lipford and Carol Kelly
as accompanists. Sunday School
for all ages will be at 10 a.m.
Goshen United Methodist:
Rev. Mark Earheart, pastor, will
speak about "It's Okay to Ask
God Why" with scripture from
Daniel 3:10-18 at the 9 a.m.
worship service with Tom Villallor as the pastor's assistant.
Elizabeth Brunn and Teela
Etheridge will serve as acolytes.
Children's church will be directed by Donna Maynard. Tina
Sexton will direct the choir
with Renee Doyle, Pat Brunn
and Carla Halkias as accom-

panists. Pat and Patricia Lea will (contemporary) service with the
serve as greeters. Sunday School Praise Team and Kristen Shepwith Bob West as superintend- ard as soloist at 8:45 a.m. and
ent will be at 10:15 a.m. in the traditional service at 11
the family fellowship center. a.m. with Dr. Pam Wurgler,
The Sunday night Bible study soloist, singing "Eternal Life"
and the combined youth groups and the chancel choir singing
of both Goshen and Kirksey "Sing Praise to The Lord."
churches will meet at Goshen Joan Bowker is organist. Assistat 6 p.m. during the month of ing will be worship leaders,
February.
Marcia Koenecke at 8:45 and
Immanuel Lutheran: Rev. Jim Stahler at 11 a.m. Dr. Fred
Dr. Chad Foster, pastor. will Zuker, president of Lambuth
speak about "Blessed...Like a University, will speak at both
Tree Planted by Water" with services and Amber Sugg will
scripture from Jeremiah 17:7 give the children's message at
at the 10:30 a.m. Sixth Sun- the second service. Acolytes will
day after the Epiiphany wor- be Laiken Balmer and Nicholas
ship service. Sunday School Alexander. Church School will
and Adult Bible Class will be be at 9:50 a.m. The previous
at 9 a.m.
week's worship service will be
First United Methodist: televised on NewWave Cable
Rev. Richard Smith, pastor, will Channel 19 at 11 a.m. and on
speak about "The Serenity Murray Electric Channel 15 at
Prayer, IV" with scripture from 12:30 p.m. Sunday and 8 p.m.
Romans 8 at the Early Light Monday.
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Come See The New Tundra At The RSEC
Before Saturday Night's Game!
'3.9% for 3 years on all Now 2007 Tundras WAC through Toyota Financing Service
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Wade Philips makes a point after being named head coach of the
Dallas Cowboys during a news conference at the Cowboys headquarters in Irving, Texas Thursday.
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SECTION B

'Boys corral
Phillips
PHILLIPS QUICKLY
SETS HIMSELF APART
FROM PARCELLS
IRVING, Texas (AP) — With
two words, Wade Phillips showed
how different he is from predecessor Bill Parcells.
Those words?
"Terrell Owens,- Phillips said,
smiling wide. "I did say his name.
Terrell Owens.Parcells nearly always referred
to Owens as "the player" this past
season, their first and last together
with the Dallas Cowboys.
Whether Phillips noted his full use
of TO.'s name to make a point or
just to be funny doesn't really
matter — either way, the line symbolized the new tone surrounding
this club.
Phillips became the seventh
coach in franchise history
Thursday. 17 days after Parcells

1

called it a career.
In many ways, the two coaches
are alike. Both have gray hair,
cOuld stand to lose a few pounds
and are among the foremost
authorities on NFL defenses, especially the 3-4.
And both can crack up a room
— though not in the same way.
Parcells amused with biting wit
and sarcasm. Phillips is more selfdeprecating and folksy. At his
introductory news conference, he
managed to do both at the same
time.
Phillips, 59, spent the last three
years as the defensive coordinator
of the San Diego Chargers,the latest stop in an NFL journey that
began in 1976 as the linebackers
coach for his dad, then-Oilers
coach Bum Phillips.
Since 1981, Wade Phillips has
been a head coach or a coordinator
for all but one year. He's been a
head coach four times, although
twice on an interim basis.

II See RACERS, 3B
Eastern Kentucky 64, Racers 62

KENTUCKY HOOPS

Noah feeds off
Florida's road 'circus'
No.1 GATORS TANGLE WITH
UK SATURDAY AT RUPP

1.

By SCOTT NANNEY
Sports Editor
Should the Murray State
Racers fail to earn a first-round
home game in the Ohio Valley
Conference Tournament, they
may look back on Thursday's
game against Eastern Kentucky
as their downfall.
Leading by 10 with 15 minutes to play and up by eight with
as little as eight minutes
remaining, the Racers squandered a golden opportitnity to
further secure one of the top
four spots in the OVC standings
with an untimely 64-62 loss to
the rival Colonels at the
Regional Special Events Center.
With the win, Eastern (14-9,
9-6 OVC) earned a season
sweep of MSU for the first time
since the 1984-85 season, and it
also won for the first time ever
at the RSEC in nine tries. The
Colonels had not beaten the
Racers in Murray since 1992.
More importantly, however,
EKU tightened the OVC race
that much more, moving to
within one-half game of both
Murray (12-12, 10-6) and
Tennessee Tech (14-11, 10-6)
for third place in the standings.
"I'm just obviously really
disappointed in the loss," said a
dejected MSU head coach Billy
Kennedy. "I would like to say
(Eastern Kentucky) totally out-

GAINESVILLE, Fla. (AP) —
Florida forward Joakim Noah
walked around campus early this
week with a stack of fan mail.
Anything in there from
Kentucky?
"No, that (would be) hate
mail," Noah said. "It's a little different. I'm pretty much hated
everywhere
except
for
Gainesville. That's just the way it
:is I guess."
The 6-foot-11 junior gets more
attention than any of his teammates on the road — most of it
negative. He's sure to get harassed
when the top-ranked Gators(22-2,
9-0 Southeastern Conference) play
at No. 20 Kentucky (18-5, 7-2)on
:Saturday.
- How does he feel about it?
"I love it," Noah said.
He also feeds off it.
Noah has played a pivotal role
in raising Florida's energy level
the last two seasons, especially
away from home. He yells,
screams, thumps his chest after
big baskets and waves his arms at
the crowd. Although his actions
usually get himself and his teammates hyped. he also riles opposing fans and draws their ire.
"It's crazy the level they've
taken it," center Al Horford said.
"He's gotten it the worst out of
anyone I've seen. It relieves pressure from some of us, but there's a
lot of pressure on him."
At Kentucky last year, fans
chanted,"Noah's a girl."
At Vanderbilt last season and at
Auburn last month, they mocked
him with cries of -ugly."
At Florida State in December,
one sign read, "Noah got mono
from kissing Brewer," a reference
to Noah showing symptoms of
mononucleosis while teammate
and roommate Corey Brewer sat
out two games with the viral infection.
What has been the worst?

E. KENTUCKY (14-9)
Brock 2-3 2-2 6, Dials 4-9 2-2 10,
Leonard 4-7 0-0 12. Rose 1-13 4-4 7,
Mascot' 3-5 4-6 11, Mestdagh 0-0 0-0
0, Brown 1-2 0-02. Daniel 1-3 0-0 3,
Taylor 1-2 4-5 7, Douglas 3-3 0-0 6.
Totals 20-47 16-1964
MURRAY ST (12-12)
Witherspoon 6-16 0-0 14, Williams 1-4
0-02. Horton 3-50-2 7, George 3-5 00 6. Caner 8-14 1-1 19, Holloway 3-10
1-28, D.Thomas 1-2 0-0 2, Paul 2-7 00 4, Easley 0-0 0-2 0. Totals 27-63 2-7
62.
Halftime — Murray State 35-25. 3Point Goals — E. Kentucky 8-20
(Leonard 4-6, Mascot' 1-2, Taylor 1-2.
Daniel 1-3, Rose 1-7), Murray St. 6-15
(Witherspoon 2-3, Carter 2-3. Horton 12, Holloway 1-7). Fouled Out — None.
Rebounds — E. Kentucky 33(Brock
7), Murray St. 33 (Witherspoon 9).
Assists — C. Kentucky 17 (Mascot!
8), Murray St 17 (Caner 5) Total
Fouls — E. Kentucky 11. Murray St
17. A — 3,395.

SCOTT NANNEY

Ledger & Times

Junior guard Bruce Carter (11) goes up against an Eastern Kentucky defender in the lane during first-half action of the Racers' 64-62 loss to the visiting
Colonels on Thursday night at the RSEC. Carter had a game-high 19 points
in the defeat.

LADY RACERS 75, LADY COLONELS 62

3-way tie
atop OVC
MSU BEATS EKU TO JOIN

AP
Florida's Joakim Noah gets
more attention than any of his
teammates on the road — most
of it negative. He feeds off it.
He yells, screams, thumps his
chest after big baskets and
waves his arms. He might
psych himself and his teammates, but he also riles opposing fans.
"When they start talking about
your mom and your girlfriend,"
said Noah, whose mother, Cecilia
Rhode, was named Miss Sweden
in 1978. 'They wouldn't say that
to my face. It's so easy to just talk
trash when you're in the crowd.
It's fine. It's part of the game."
Noah checked his Facebook
page last weekend and found
countless groups created just to
tease and criticize him.
"I got a lot of Kentucky hate
mail right now," Noah said. "I
don't know whit-ft is. I'm getting
a lot of attention, though."
But why?
Maybe it's because of his
famous father, former tennis star
Yannick Noah.
•See NOAH,38

SEMO,MOREHEAD IN

SCOTT NANNEY / Ledger a, Times
Lady Racer sophomore Ashley Nichole Hayes(23) chases after a loose ball as Eastern Kentucky's Amber
Kirkpatrick (34) defends on the play. With its victory,
Murray State moved to 15-7 overall and 11-4 in OVC play.

By SCOTT NANNEY
Sports Editor
With just five games
remaining in the regular season and locked in a three-way
tie for first place in the Ohio
Valley Conference standings,
the Murray State Lady Racers
will play their biggest game
of the season on Saturday
night.
The Lady Racers' 5:15
p.m. matchup with Morehead
State tomorrow will likely be
a key in deciding who walks
away with the conference
championship.
And Murray State was able
to set up the high-stakes contest with a 75-62 triumph over
Eastern
Kentucky
on
Thursday night, giving the
Lady Racers (15-7. 11-4
OVC) a season sweep of the
Lady Colonels (9-15, 6-9).
Meanwhile,
Southeast
Missouri State (16-7, 11-4)
forced the three-way tie atop
the standings by defeating
Morehead 84-70 last night in
Cape Girardeau.

1ST PLACE

"It's a huge game," said
MSU head coach Joi Felton of
Saturday's first-place showdown. "It's a three-way tie
right now, and we control our
own destiny.
"We're not going to harp
on that, because there's still a
lot of games to play. We just
talk about being in control of
our own destiny and taking
care of our home court. We
can't control what other people do." she added.
The Lady Racers pretty
much controlled Eastern
Kentucky for most of
Thursday night's play despite
committing 22 turnovers and
shooting only 25 percent(4of-16)from 3-point range.
Murray led by eight (3729) at the halftime break and
ballooned its advatytage"all the
way out to 21 points (65-44)
in the second half befote settling for the 13-point vittb4c
The Lady Racers alkiwtd
EKU to shoot 45.5 percent
III See MSU, 38
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This Week In The OVC
Tuesday s Score
MdMc 76: Tehhessee -,14Ie '4
Thursday's Scores
lac.ksuthelle State 7.2 Tem: Tech 71
Eastern Ky 64, Murray State 62
Austin Peay 98 Eastern Illinois 71
Suueieast Mc, 81 Morehead Slate 78
Saturday s Games
Austin Peay at Samford
2 p rn
Morehead at Murray St. -- 7 30 p.m.
d...01 State at Tenn Tech
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RACERS WELCOME SLUMPING EAGLES
By SCOTT NANNEY
Sports Editor
What a difference a ltouple of
It onths can make
That's certainly the story tot
both the Murray State Racers
and Morehead State Eagles
heading into Saturday's Ohio
Valley Conference matchup at
the Regional Special Events
Center
During the first few weeks of
the DVC season. Morehead was
one of the hottest teams in the
league. winning sot ot its first
eight games to s ault near tite lop
(4 the standings
In reLent weeks, though. the
rebuilding Eagles
under the
guidame (il former player and
first-year head coach Donnie
lyndall
have hit the skids by
losIng six stiaight contests
entering thursday's outing at
Southeast Missouri State
Meanwhile. the Racers have
had almost the opposite fortune.
rebounding from a tough stretch
III post tour straight wins and
tortes 10 their last NIX
games entering last night's
aition against Eastern Kentucky
Me first time the two squads
MCI
011 Dec 9 at Morehead
Murray State entered Ellis I
Johnson ATellit reeling front a
disappointing 72-66 0% ertime
loss at 1-.KC
onveisely. the Eagles were
sky high alter lust pulling off 0
71140, upset
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losse., for the (to), emors. who
entered thursday
play a
league best12 2
Racers tempi(rattly
I he
'noted Morehead.s last start,
holding oft the hard-chargtng
Eagles in the second hall to
Llann a 704.7 v is tory
Murray OS crcame .1 se% enpoint debs it in the first half to
grab a 19- A lead at the halftime

11101111010101.11111111111.11/
Do
. te: Saturday
llpott: 7 30 p m
Sae: RSEC Murray
Series
Record:
MSU leads 102-50
Coaches: Donnie
Tyndall 110-13, 1st
season -"Morehead
State Billy Kennedy
.12-12 1st season:
Murray State
Radio/Television,
Froggy 103 7 FM with Neal Bradley &
Nathan Higdon
Probable Starting Lineups:
Morehead State (10-13, 6-9 OVC):
Quentin Pryor 116 ppg 47 rpg F
Vincent Crotchet 39 ppg 25 rpg GCecil Brown 30 ppg, 1 7 apg, 0Nikota Stoiakovic 40 ppg 4 5 rpg G.
Cordaryl Ballard 90 ppg 4 0 rpg
Murray State (12-12, 10-6): F Shawn
VVItherspoon, 102 ppg, 54 rpg FMarvin Williams 4 4 ppg, 22 rpg, 0Ed Norton 66 ppg 34 apg 0-Ray
George 85 ppg 25 rpg 0-Bruce
Carter 13 4 ppg 5 6 rpg

211

break. 'The Racers increased
their lead early in the second
halt to build as much as a 10point cushion. But Morehead
battled hack to shave the MSU
edge all the way to just one with
over Mlle minutes to play.
The Racers. however. pushed
the lead back out to six points.
and then weathered a gamet mg .;-point attempt at the
huiier by senior forward
Quentin Pryor before escaping
with the win.
Morehead State senior forward Shawn Williams was the
game's top scorer with 19 points
on h-o1-17 shooting. as four
Eagles reached double figures in
the scoring column.
Junior guard Bruce Carter
and senior post Roh Kennedy.
shared team-scoring honors for
Murray with 14 apiece. The
Racers shot 51 percent for the
contest, including 54.5 percent
in the first hall
Murray State leads the all
time series Fietween the two
teams 102-50.

Kentucky Beach Resorf

SCOTT NANNEY/Ledger File
Jot Scott works against an
Eastern Kentucky defender on Thursday night.
Scott leads the OVC in
scoring.

Lady Racers
battle for 1st
vs. Eagles

SCOTT NANNEY / Ledger & Times
Junior guard Bruce Carter puts in two of his game-high 19
points against the defense of Eastern Kentucky's Mike Rose
during Thursday's loss to the Colonels at the RSEC. Carter
was also the high scorer, along with senior Rob Kennedy, in
the Racers' 70-67 win at Morehead State on Dec. 9. MSU will
host the Eagles on Saturday at 7 30 p.m.
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Enjoy two all-you-can-eat
pizza & spagatti lunch buffets
including drink!

I.

111.1111012

Mon
11 a.m.-2 p.m
Lunch

* COVERED SLIPS *

* OPEN SLIPS *

13 ff. wide x 32 ft. long

10 ft. wide x 25 ft. long
12 ft. wide x 19 ft. long

Not good

Enjoy two all-you-can-eat
pizza & spagatti weekend & night
buffets including drink!
Mon -Fri
4 30-9 00 p.m.
Dinner
Weekend
11 a m -9 p m

attrs
pizza
61000 WO'
RACERS!

Leases Available On Annual Or Seasonal Basis

270 Lynhurst Drive • Murray, Kentucky
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Need A Boat Slip?

270-436-2345
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Staff Report
Murray Ledger & Times
By sweeping their last
five games, the Lady Racers
can do something that no
other Murray State women's
team has ever done — claim
at least a share of an Ohio
Valley Conference championship.
The biggest obstacle to
that goal will come on
Saturday night, when the
Lady Racers welcome coleague leader Morehead State
to the RSEC.
MSU, Morehead and
Southeast Missouri State are
all tied for first place with
identical 11-4 OVC marks
entering this weekend's play.
SEMO, however, owns
the tie-breaker over Murray
— by virtue of its season
sweep of the Lady Racers —
should the two teams end the
season tied for first.
Murray State ends its regular season at UT-Martin on
Feb. 24.
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FREE THROW CHAMPS: Winners of the recent Knights of Columbus Free Throw
Contest are pictured with their plaques. Winners included (from left) Koby Springer, John
Lollar, Chelsey Delaney, Tyler Saucier and Ryan Butler. Pictured behind each winner is
a parent. Winners of the local competition now move on to the district level.
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S. Alabama
beats WKU
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MOBILE,Ala.(AP)— Daon
Merritt's 24 points and five
assists led South Alabama to a
73-71 overtime victory over
Western Kentucky Thursday
night.
The Jaguars (18-7, 12-2 Sun
Belt Conference) came into the
game on a 10-game winning
streak and led the Hilltoppers
(17-9, 9-5 SBC) by 35-25 at the
half. But Western Kentucky
came back strong after the intermission to tie the score at 63-63
and push the game into overtime.
South Alabama took an early
one-point lead in the overtime on
a free throw by Merritt. The
score was close throughout the
overtime and was tied 69-69
with 59 seconds left. Then
Menitt hit two free throws and
A.J. Slaughter scored for the
Hilltoppers. Merritt finally
sealed the victory with just 2.2
seconds left to play.
Demetric Bennett added 14
points for the Jaguars, and
Brandon Davis had 10.
Courtney Lee led the
Hilltoppers with 21 points and
seven
rebounds.
Tyrone
Brazelton chipped in with 15
points and six assists, and
Jeremy Evans added 11 points
and rune rebounds.
South Alabama shot 45.5 percent from the floor to Western
Kentucky's 43.3 percent. But the
Hilltoppers outrebounded the
Jaguars 41-29.

From Page 1B
played us, but I felt like we put
it on cruise control in the second
half.
-We didn't finish plays
around the basket, we didn't get
to the free throw line and we
didn't make our free throws
when we did get there," he
added.
The Racers were seemingly
in control of the contest for
much of the night, building a
10-point(35-25) cushion by the
halftime break and maintaining
that margin five minutes into
the second half on a 3-pointer
by senior forward Shawn
Witherspoon, who had 14 points
on the night, including his
From Page 1B
1.000th career point.
(25-of-55) for the contest, but
The Murray lead dipped to
forced 16 turnovers and domifive three minutes later on a 3nated on the glass by outpointer by Josh Taylor and a
rebounding the Lady Colonels
free throw by Julian Mascoll.
39-22.
But Witherspoon canned anoth"That was probably the first
er trey to hold the Colonels at
time all year that we've conbay at 51-43 with 11:41 to play.
trolled (the boards) like that,"
MSU's edge remained at
Felton claimed. "We held them
under their average, and they're
eight (53-45) with 8:37 to play.
SCOTT NANNEY / Ledger & Times a very good rebounding team.
But that's when Eastern
Racer forward Shawn Witherspoon closely defends Eastern That was a real big positive for
Kentucky began to chip away,
getting buckets from Mascoll, Kentucky's Michael Brock (15) during last night's OVC action us:'
Murray State iscurrently tied for third place in
Senior forward Joi Scott, the
Darnell Dialls and. •Hanison
Brown during a 9-1 run that tied the league standings entering Saturday's matchup with visit- league's leading scorer, once
again paced Murray State's
the game at 54-all with 3:58 ing Morehead State.
offensive attack with a gameleft.
For Murray, it was a combi"1r hurts," he added."We just high 26 points on 11-of-16
Less than 30 seconds later,
nation of things that led to the had a lot of downfalls."
shooting while completing a
the contest would turn in the
defeat.
Witherspoon, whorn became double-double
with
II
Colonels' favor for good, when
The Racers show 42.9 per- the 33rd player in MSU history rebounds.
MSU guard Ray George drew
cent (27-of-63) for the game, to record 1,000 points, hoped
Junior guard Alaina Lee folan intentional foul when he
but missed a handful of easy the Racers learned a hard lesson lowed Scott with 14 points on 6grabbed Mascoll around the
layups, failing to convert 17 with the loss.
of-10 shooting. No other Lady
waste on a breakaway layup
EKU turnovers into points.
"To me this hurts more than Racer had more than Shaleea
attempt.
Sophomore
guard
Tyler getting blown out. I'd rather Petty's nine. MSU shot 53.7 perThe Racers wound up allowHolloway had a difficult night lose by 30 points," he claimed. cent (29-of-54) for the game,
ing just two points in the from the floor, shooting just 3"It's /
In eye-opener for us. easily eclipsing the 50-percent
sequence, but the damage was of-I0.
including a 1-of-7 effort We've got to learn from this. mark in both halfs.
done. George was finished for
from 3-point range.
Still, there was some things
You can't play half-speed and
the night, and Murray soon
for Felton to seek improvement
After holding the Colonels to beat anybody."
would be.
just 30-percent shooting in the
The Racers must now on as the Lady Racers continue
"We talked about not giving first half, MSU
allowed its regroup for a key matchup with the fight for their first-ever OVC
up any dunks or layups," opponent's to knock down 54.2- Morehead
State — a squad they championship.
Kennedy explained while trying percent of their attempts in the
"I was real concerned about
defeated by three points in early
to defend George's action. final 20 minutes.
December at Ellis T. Johnson the turnovers," she said. "That
"Obviously, we don't want him
was the negative spot. having 13
-Defensively, I thought we Arena.
to approach it that way. It was a played
well for about 35 min"We've been very inconsis- in the first half. We try to have
bad play. Fortunately, the kid utes," Kennedy noted. "But our tent," said
Kennedy. "We still 12 or less for a game. That's
got up and was OK."
guys still need to learn how to have a lot of things fundamen- something we've got to do abetBut the Racers weren't.
respect the game and play at a tally that we have to get better terjob of— being more decisive
Witherspoon manaked to higher level for 40 minutes. at.
and executing better."
stem the EKU tide by tying the We're very inconsistent with
"We got up by 20 or so, and
"I don't know where our
game at 56-56 with 2:37 left. our effort at times, and I thought maturity level is right now. then we just kind of played cauBut the MSU defense failed that was the biggest difference We've got some guys that have tiously, for whatever reason.
We've got to develop a killer
down the stretch, allowing two in the game."
a mentality that we're going to
instinct and put people away. We
straight layups by Jamaal
Junior guard Bruce Carter. win just because we may be betstill haven't done that. But I'm
Douglas.
who had a game-high 19 points ter than the guy who's guarding
The Colonels' leading scorer; on 8-of-14 shooting, called the us. That's not how you win. proud of our team for defending
our home court. You've got to
guard Mike Rose, was largely loss "one of the worst games We've got a lot to learn.
do that to be able to win."
ineffective, shooting just 1-of- we've played together."
13 from the floor. But the 6foot-3 sophomore nailed four
consecutive free throws in the
final 18 seconds to help Eastern
hold off the Racers.
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TV, radio
TODAY
AUTO RACING
3 p.m.
SPEED — NASCAR Nextel Cup
practice for Budweiser Shootoul. at
Daytona Beach, Fla
5:30 p.m.
SPEED -- NASCAR Nextel Cup
practice tor Budweiser Shootout at
Daytona Beach Fla
BOXING
a p.m.
ESPN2 — Heavyweights Eddie
Chambers 127-0-01 vs Demck Flossy
(15-0-0), at &Won. N
GOLF
2 p.m.
TGC — PGA Tour. Pebble Beach
National Pro-Am, second round xi
Pebble Beech, Coal
NBA
7 p.m.
ESPN — Miami at Cleveland
9:30 p.m.
ESPN — Chicago at Golden State

•
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SPONSORED BY STUART ALEXAN DE R

Paying too much for
Home Insurance?

Call me today for a FREE quote.
978.0355 • 1702 HVY 121 N.BYPASS • MURRAY. KY
F B Mu rroy.corn
e-mail: stuort_elexander kyfbm,com

NATIONAL SPORTS SCOREBOARD
National Basketball Association
Standings
All Times CST
EASTERN CONFERENCE
Atlantic Division
W
L Pct GB
—
Toronto
26 23 531
New Jersey
23 27 460 31/2
New York
22 28.440 4 172
Philadelphia
17 33.340 9 1/2
Boston
12 36 25013 1,2
Southeast Dtvlakin
W
L Pct GB
Washington
28 20 563
—
Orlando
25 25.500
4
Miami
24 25 490 4 172
Atlanta
18 30.375
10
Charlotte
18 31.36710 1 2
,
Central Division
L Pet GB
Detroit
30 18 625
Cleveland
28 21 571 2 12
Chicago
3
28 22.560
Indiana
26 23 531 4 12
Milwaukee
19 31 380
12

WESTERN CONFERENCE
Southwest Division
W
L Pot GB
Dales
40 9 816
—
San Antonio
33 16 673
7
Houmon
31 17 646 8 1/2
New Orleans
23 27 46017 1/2
12 38 24028 1/2
Memphis
Northwest Division
W L Pc! GB
Utah
32 17 653
—
Denver
23 24 489
8
Minnesota
23 26 469
9
Portland
20 30 40012 1,2
Seattle
18 31 367
14
Pacific Division
W
L Pct GB
Phoenix
39 10 796
—
L A Lakers
30 20 600 9 1/2
L A Clippers
24 25 490
15Golden State
23 27460161/2
17
Sacramento
21 26 447

Saturday's Games
Toronto at Detroit 6 30 p m
Orlando at New Jersey 6 30 p m
Memphis vs New Orleans at Oklahoma
City, 7 p m
Denver at Milwaukee 7 30 pm
Charlotte at Houston 7 30 p m
New York at Utah. 8 p m
Sacramento at Seattle 9 p in
Sunday,s Games
San Antonio at Miami Noon
Portland at Washington, Noon
LA Clippers at Indiana, 1 30 p in
LA Lakers at Cleveland. 2 30 p m
Boston at Minnesota, 5 p m
Dallas at Philadelphia, 5 p m
Chicago at Phoenix. 7 pm
Seattle at Sacramento 8 p m
Atlanta at Golden State. 9 p m

Thursday's Games
New Orleans 109, Milwaukee 101, 20T
Detroit 93, L.A Lakers 78
Sacramento 86. Chicago 77
Friday's Games
Denver at Indiana,6 p.m
San Antonio at Orlando, 6 pm
LA Lakers at Toronto. 6 pm
L.A. Clippers at Philadelphia 6 p m
Portland at Charlotte,6 p.m.
New Jersey at Boston. 630 p m.
Miami at Cleveland, 7p m
Minnesota at Memphis. 7 p.m
Houston at Dallas, 7.30 p.m.
Atlanta at Phoenix. 8 p.m
Chicago al Golden State, 9.30 p m

•Noah
From Page 1B

believes it has nothing to do
Maybe it's because he was with the persistent ribbing he
named Most Outstanding Player endures on the road.
"It's such a circus." Noah
of the Minneapolis Regional and
said.
"It really feels like that.the Final Four last year.
Having one player receivL
Maybe it has something to do
with his awkward shooting style the brunt of the attention is noth
ing new for coach Bill.
or his chest-pounding antics.
Then again, maybe ii's the Donovan. After all, he believes
former player Matt Walsh
ponytail.
"Just look at him," Brewer with his curly blonde hair arid
said. "He's outspoken and he's headband — was harassed more
the best target if you look at 4r than Noah.
-Different guys on your warn
team. Who would you target. I
are going to get attention on the
think he feeds off it."
Noah is averaging 13 points road," Donovan said. "I don't
and 8.2 rebounds this season, think it's anything totally out 01
and has a team-high 43 blocks. controLI think he's handled it
Although his numbers are well. I think he's been prett.
slightly better at home, he focused.-

BISIGNI WINS: Victoria Bisigni, a student at A Plus
Karate in Murray, took • home two first-place trophies at
the recent North American Sport Karate Association
event. She took home top honors in both the Kata and
sparring categories. Bisigni will compete this weekend in
the American Pro-Am Tournament at Evansville.
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g it Murray State
Basketball

EXPO CENTER
Murray,KY

FEBEVAKY 16 er 17
AT 8 P.M.
Featured Events:

•

Saturday, February 10th
at the RSEC

BULL RIDING
*500 Added Each Night

BARREL RACIN

Lady Racers vs.
Morehead State @ 5:15pm

Calf Scramble
(Am up to 10)
Mutton Busting at 7:30 p.
(Ages up to 1)

Racers vs.
Morehead State @ 7:30pm

SPONSORS:4/4
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MSU group to promote caregivers
Special to the Ledger
"Many people don't see
themselves as caregivers, they
lost consider it their duty," said
LIR. Kelleher, director of the
Araks Senior Citizens Center.
A family caregiver is anyone
..vtio Manages of provides direct
a,ostance to a loved one who
owed, help with day-to-day
tii ities because of a chronIL
nridition, cognitive
or aging In the Unit. ,I States there are more than
41 million caregivers and in
1%,•iitucky alone there are almost
Ihis year students in Muria\ Slate University's PRSSA
a,. Tonsuring events to pro., I. ae and educate caregivers
+1,. an the reS0111LCS as ailahk
Ihefil through the website
Family Caregivitig Hit and to
the
physical,
'riurriuniL ate
ial and emotional risk lac(•...tregivers and
.0 f

Mei, neeil to get help, to take
, me ,,) shernselses and to underrand that thes are not alone
'1 he advantage tor care is knowing that not only
1, their 10\ cid one tieing cared

for by medically-trained staff care professionals from Murbut the fact that it is being ray-Calloway County Hospital
done in a way that tries to will provide supervision.
maintain that person's independTuesday is Spa Day for careence, mobility and intellect," givers. Courtesy of the Acadsaid Bertha Trisfen a Regis- emy of Cosmetology caregivers
tered Nurse from Murray-Cal- can enjoy a manicure, pediloway County Hospital's Shared cure, scalp massage, or hairCare Adult Day Care Center. style at no cost. In addition
Tnsfen will be one of the to the Spa Day, caregivers and
presenters at the Caregivers their loved ones are invited to
Workshop on Monday, a round- the Weaks Senior Citizens Centable session with Darlene ter from 3-5 p.m. to play a
Naron, a Registered Nurse Prac- game of Bingo. Prizes will
titioner. Caregivers will be be awarded and Shared Care
able to ask questions about basic volunteers will be in attenavailable dance to supervise care recipprocedure,
care
resources and methods of stress ients.
relief. An interact tutorial will
To conclude the week's
also be given to teach care- events. on Wednesday. caregivers how to use the new givers and their loved ones and
www.familycaregivwebsite
family members are invited to
ing101.org/team3l to find valu- attend a romantic and festive
able information and answer Valentines Day Dinner. The
many questions they may have Dinner will begin at 4 p.m.
about caring for their loved
and will be held at the Wcaks
ones.
Senior Citizens Center. The dinThis event will be held at ner will be accompanied by
the Weaks Senior Citizens Cen- music and a movie.
ter from 3-5 p.m. Caregivers
Reservations are required for
are also encouraged to bring
events. To R.S.V.P. careall
the person they care for to
call Robin Orvino
enjoy pet therapy and craft givers can
or email murray809-530
at
health
Trained
making sessions.
familyciu-egivers(Oyahoo.com.
For further information, contact Orvino. MSU PRSSA Advirobi n airyino
at
sor,
Katie
or
murraystate.edu
Adkisson, Student Run Firm
Director, at 270-725-7513 or
Katie.atikisson murray state
edu.

Photo provided

AFRICAN-AMERICAN READ-IN: Murray resident Adam Ellis, left, holds his nephew. Jayden,
as they read the book. "He's Got the Whole World in his Hands" during the 18th annual AfricanAmerican Read-In at the Calloway County Public Library Tuesday afternoon. The event is
sponsored by Doris Cella and Doris Saunders of Murray State University Community College.

Ear, Nose & Throat of Murray
Complete Ear, Nose & Throat Care
Menus for the Narious lunchrooms of the Murray City and
ay County. Schools have been released by Bridget
lasienko and Pat Lane. food service directors respectively, for
Me week of Feb 12-1h.
Menus. subject to skcasional changes based on avsalabili\ it food. are as follows:
MURRAY CITY
Elementary - Breakfast (toast, cereal, juice and milk served
Monday - scrambled eggs, Tuesday - breakfast pizza
gravy and bisFrench toast sticks, Thursday
Wednesday
, int Friday
assorted muffins Lunch (fresh and canned
i trits vegetables and milk served daily) Monday - cheeseburger, burrito, Tuesday - taco salad, BBO chicken on bun,
Wednesday - chili w/cheese stix, ham and cheese on bun
Thursday - chicken nuggets, BBO ribette, Friday - sack lunch
log on bun, peanut butter and jelly sandwich
Middle - Breakfast (toast, cereal, juice and milk served
. Monday - breakfast pizza. Tuesday - sausage and bis;,,•! Wednesday - Danish, Thursday - scrambled eggs. Friday
muffins Lunch (fresh and canned fruits and vegetables
dn(1 milk served daily) Monday - BBO chicken sandwich, mini
urn dogs. broccoli cheese soup. Tuesday - country fried
,.loak hot ham and cheese sandwich, chef salad w/crackers
rod dressing. Wednesday - chili with cheese s ticks, breaded ,:hicken sandwich, pimento cheese sandwich; Thursday I rench bread pizza, chicken tetranzini, chef salad w/crackers
,ind dressing. Friday - foot long hot dog, nbette on bun, chili
High - Breakfast (toast, cereal, juice and milk served daily)
Monday - biscuit and gravy: Tuesday - assorted muffins.
Wednesday - sausage and biscuit. Thursday - Honey bun,
Friday - waffle sticks Lunch (pizza, cheeseburgers, hamburgfresh and canned fruits and vegetables, and milk served
•Lilly) Monday - BBO chicken on bun, mini corn dogs; Tuescountry fned steak, hot ham and cheese sandwich,
day
Wednesday - chili w/cheese Mix, hot and spicy chicken. Thurschicken tetranzini w/roll, chef salad with crackers and
day
curq
Friday - BBO nbette. chili dog
CALLOWAY COUNTY
Snacks for Preschool and Elementaries - Monday - bluet.orry muffin, Milk, Tuesday - teddy grahams, milk, Wednes,•arrots wdip. juice, Thursday - soft pretzel, fruit Nice,
day
animal crackers, apple Juice
Friday
Preschool arid Harbour - Breakfast (milk, toast, cereal
juii.e available daily) Monday - cinnamon toast; Tuesday
n
poptart, Wednesday - waffle sticks w/syrup, peachbiscuit w/sausage gravy. Friday - peanut butThursday
graham crackers Lunch (milk served daily) - Monday ..egetahle soup gnlled cheese sandwich, orange wedges. Tuescrispy steak nuggets, roll, potato wedges. apple sauce.
day
Wednesday - peanut butter and telly sandwich, carrots w/dip,
t,ardna w•strawberry glaze. Thursday - mini corn dogs, tater
pineapple. Friday - cheese pizza, whole kernel corn.
Apple sauce
Eiementaries - Breakfast (fruits, fruit Juice, toast, cereal
milk served daily) Monday - chicken biscuit. Tuesday
inn
Or' eggs. toast. Wednesday - pancake and sausage on
w syrup Thursday - gravy and biscuit. Friday -- yogurt,
'nflin Lunch iassorted vegetables, chef salad, fruits and milk
‘;er.ind daily) Monday - cheeseburger, grilled chicken sandwich yogurt, granola, animal crackers. Tuesday - chicken nuggets.
roll time salad sandwich, peanut butter and jelly sandwich,
Wednesday - pizza. bar-b-q sandwich gnlled cheese sandwich Thursday taco salad, hot dog, peanut butter and jelly
sandwich Friday - spaghetti. Texas toast, corn dog, grilled
-fieese sandwich
Middle - Breakfast (cereal, assorted toast, yogurt, fruit
juice, fresh fruit and milk served daily) Monday - oatmeal.
Poptart Tuesday - bacon, egg and cheese biscuit; Wednespancakes wisyrup. Thursday - chicken biscuit; Friday
day
breakfast bagel Lunch (assorted vegetabies, chef salad,
trots and milk served daily) Monday • chicken noodle soup,
cheeseburger, tuna fish sandwich; Tuesday - chili cheese fries.
grilled chicken sandwich, ham and cheese sandwich; Wednesday • vegetable soup. cheese sticks, pepperoni pocket. turkey
and cheese sandwich. Thursday - chicken nuggets. rolls, fish
sandwich turkey and ham submarine. Friday - sliced pork
iciest roll bar-b-g sandwich, peanut butter and jelly sandwich,
niZza
High - Smokiest (cereal toast, cinnamon toast. Pop tarts.
fresh fruit and milk served daily) Monday - sausage biscuit.
breakfast pizza. Wedneeday - French toast sticks
Tuesday
Wsyrup Thursday - biscuit w/sausage gravy; Friday - break fail taco Lunch (chef salads fresh fruits, vegetables, deli
sandwiches, hamburgers and milk served daily) Monday - Chili
(nesse burrito peanut butter and jelly Sandwich, Tusedry %bead turkey roll. Sloppy Joe sandwich; Wednesday - steak
,,uglets r01l. grilled children sandwich; Thursday - super
,•achns turkey club sandwich. Friday - stromboii. turkey sand-

-or

Including the Treatment of Hearing
Loss and Ringing in the Ears
No Referrals Required
Most Insurance Accepted

Dr. Phillip Mapper

Beverly Jones - Audiologist

MMS to host NAAPID Mon.
Murray Middle School will be hosting their annual National African American Parent Involvement Day (NAAPID) Monday at 7:15 a.m. in recognition of Black History Month .
All parents of MMS African-American students are invited
to attend this celebration and also take the opportunity to -Take
your Child to School" along with all of American on this day.
The NAAPID is a national call to action to get parents, particularly those children of African-American descent, more
involved in their educational lives.
A special assembly will be held in the MMS auditorium
and then the parents are invited to stay and have breakfast
with their children. Regina and Danny Hudspeth will be the
keynote speakers and will provide the MMS goals to bridge
the gap between home and school, which will make the school
environment a safe and supportive environment for students
and parents.

Patricia Klapper RN - Hearing Aid Specialist

takes 2nd at Academic Districts
)\\Physician's Hearing Center CCHS
- Math: Elder (1st), Jamie
Last Saturday at Murray

1

Medical Arts Building Suite 304 E
300 South 8th Street • Murray, KY 42071

(270)759-4811 • 1(800)291-4926

PRE-SEASON CHECK-UP ON:
John Deere, Husqvarna, Scag, Snapper, Ferris
Good thru March 15, 2007

High School, the Calloway
County High School Academic Team finished second at its
district meet and sent 11 students to regional competition.
Those advancing to regionals are:
- Future Problem Solving
team (1st place): Crystal
Eldridge. Danielle Pritchett,
Allison Miller and Courtney.
Elder.

Muidac.k. (2nd)- Science: Elder 1st). Kristin
Mikulcik (5th).
- Composition: Ashley Winkler Cirdl. Jacob Wade (4thi.
- Social Studies: Murdock
i4tht.
Language Arts: Pritchett
13rd). Nozomu Okuda (5th).
Arts & Humanities: Mikul- cik 15th).

Turn Your Tax Return Into

PUSH MOWERS
Clean Air Filter
Check Finng
Check & Adjust Carburetor
Sharpen Blade
Change Oil
New Spark Plug
Grease & Lube where needed

$4995
411 For Only

Call
ALLIED
HOME MORTGAGE
CAPITAL CORPORATION
Ida Patrick • Richard Reed

FREE pick-up & delivery
within 5 miles

408 South 12th Street
Murray, KY 42071

REAR ENGINE RIDERS & TILLERS
Check Firing
Check & Adjust Carburetor
Check Belts & Pulleys
Sharpen Blade
Change Oil Grease & Lobe
New Spark Plug
Check Battery
Check Air Pressure
Check Air Filter

All For Only

$8995

270-753-7665

Murray'sSourceFor The Most.
llp-To-Date HomeFashions
Drapery • Specialty Rods Custom BadingAn
Upholstery • Design Service Availablaill

FREE pick-up & delivery
within 5 miles

LAWN & GARDEN TRACTORS
Change Oil &.-Eider if needed
Grease & Lube
New Spark Plug
Check Battery
Check Air Pressure
Clean Air Fitter
Sharpen Blade
Check Belts & Pulleys
Check & Adjust Carburetor
Check Finng

Change Oil & Fitter if needed
Grease & Lube
New Spark Plug
Check Battery
Check Aar Pressure
Clean Air Filter
Sharpen Blade
Check Belts & Pulleys
Check & Adjust Carburetor
Check Firing

600 et, Oa al,

s10995
All For Only

Fen- Genes-

FREE pick-up & delivery
within 5 miles

lore, IT _3

0
witor
isce•al

f3f-gf-

Giffee
Alay apesi'M

•Fttr- kie
13mr.13

$14995
FREE pick-up & delivery
wtthin 5 miles

Ar

247-9121
Now Serving Breakfast
Please Join Us
starting at 6 a.m. Daily
Friday Nights
and also featuring a
From 4 p.m. - 8 p.m. Saturday Breakfast Buffet
from 7 a.m. to 11 a.m.
Bar-B-Que Buffet!

Arty Adonal Parts & Labor At Addilsivid *OA)
(
Mon.-Sat.

"Dine-In

6 a.m. to 9 p.m.

'Catering

Closed Sunday

'Drive-1h-

Thanks For Your Patronas,

www.murrayhomeandauto.com
753-2571

Hours: Mon.-Frl. 7:304:00
Sat. 7:30-12:00
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We're Glad You're Here!

All For Only

Murray Home & Auto

0;

www.hillithbq.com

DO
with
Wee
may
for .
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1413
(270)
F. •
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Chestnut St.
Murray
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CLASSIFIEDS
Araerlowsins requestal tocrock Me est mw
Non or tow ads lot an rem Murray Ledo* I
Toes
te reeporetile tor onti one mood
moon My ono shoal Os repcned ono&
eery fr. t-necione an, be rode

All real estate adverused herein subject Iodic Federal Fur
Housing Act %stitch makes it illegal to advertise any peeler
ems. Imitation or dammusation based on race, cola,isli
pins Se
,
. handicap.

Mallet status or national origin, or
unention to make any sus6 getimences limitations or der
crutrimabon
Suite laws turbid discrutrunatice in desalt meal Le advertising of real estate bawd on factors in addition to those pm-

DEADLiNES
thonday
Salm Saws
Tuaselay
Statinsaday
Thursday
Fddsy
Saturday

CLASSIFIED AD RATES

Morey Ledger di limos Fair Itemedeg Act Notice

ADJU'dflENT‘.
,

Fr1.11aa.
FoL 11 am.
Komi p.m.
liton. 5 pa.
WM. 1 pa.
Thur. 11 ma
hua. 1 pai.

word Ltnder federal law
Yee wdl knowmgly rapt any advertising tor real estate
whisii nol nathon al the law All persons are herebk
informed that all dwellings advertised are available on an
equal opportunity basis
For further assastancr with Fair
Housing Advertising requirements,
contact!AA Louise( Rene P Milan,
(NG)618-1000

Lapel Nees,
Make
Pereamila
Fesenekil
Roommate Wereed
Wel AM Found
Help Vilented
Position Waned
Clomeallc A Childcare
OPPOrtdrith
Elealeseilcs
Caarevisra
SWIM* Pens
Were To Dirt
Ankles For SIM
Appliances
Horns Furnishings
Antique&
Lawn & Garden

010
020
025
030
040
060
090
170
100
110
120
130
140
150
156
160
165
190

190
195
200
210
220
290
270
260
206
300
320
330
340
360
370
300
390
410
425

"'"'•=7

Fenn Equipment
Merry Equipment
Sports Equipment
Ftreenscd
liareast
Mobile Moro Lces For Sale
Mobile Hodes For Sale
Mobile Homes For Rent
Mobile Horne Lots For Rent
Buslrees Rentals
Apartments For Rent
Rooms Fe Rent
Homes Fa Rent
Storage Renee
Commercial Properly
Pets & Supplies
Livestock B Supplies
Public Sea
Land For itern or Lease

430
435
440
445
450
455
460
470
440
4116
490
495
500
510
520
530
560
570

Heir Estate
Lake Properly
Lots For Sae
tots Fin Rent
Fermis For Sem
Acme".
PIOTIII For Saw
Motorceciee ATV s ,
Auto arts
Sport Utley heroes
Used Cars
yens
Used Twos
Campers
Baas II Moors
Services Cillerad
Fro Column
Totocco 4swum.

$3.33

18.23 Column Inch,60% Discount 2nd Run,
40% Discount 3rd Run.
(All 3 Ads Must Run Within 6 Day Perk.1
column inch extra for Monday (Sho • pin:, Cuidei

18.23 First Day -20 wards or less
Over 41 wards RA each
Additional Coemecnnve Uays:.1.11 per win per day.
13.35 extra for Shopper(Mon Classifieds go into
ping ,
WS.00 extra for blind box ads

i
II 1\11 A111 K ON
11 Al I )(IL R 1
HAI \\ Fit,-,111 \I \of \ IR \(11,\R(j..

To Place Your Ad Call the Classified Department at 753-1916 ask for Jill Stephens or Julie Brown
or stop by our office at 1001 Whitnell Ave. — Office Hours: Monday-Friday 7:30 a.m.-5 p.m.• Fax 753-1927
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Murray, Kentucky
Morningstar Foods, a division of Dean Foods
has an inunediate opening for a weekend Lab
Technician.

C141\11\ \I
I I VA
1/1VORCI ( I '1 MD
PIM( \
provided

layden, kfrican!vent is
;ollege.

Successful candidates for a Lab Technician
position with our facility:

753-1752
l's
Ii
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L4,44+14 5,
440
weddings/seniors
Since 1989

270-753-1001
THE Murray Ledger &
Times considers its
sources reliable, but
inaccuracies do occur
Readers using this
information do so at
their own nsk. Although
persons and companies mentioned herein
are believed to be reputable, The Murray
Ledger & Times, nor
any of its employees
accept any responsibility whatsoever for their
activities.

FT billing clerk for medlcal
office.
Coding/billing experience required. Send
resume with references
to: P.O. Box 1040-E,
Murray, KY 42071.

FULL time/part time
help needed for local
sandwich/ice
cream
shop_ Especially need
lunch crew. No minimum wage lobs. Apply
at 308 S. 12th St.

BRITTHAVEN of
Benton is currently
accepting applications
for the following positions: Full-time LPN.
We offer competitive
wages and an excelfril
aend Found
lent benefit package.
Must be licensed in the
LOST: long haired black State of Kentucky.
& white male cat. Black Apply in person at
collar with rhinestones. Britthaven of Benton
Last seen 2/6/07 on 2607 Main Street Hwy
18th St. 227-5945
641 S Benton, KY
42025 EOE/AAE NO
PHONE CALLS
PLEASE

ALLIED
Home
Mortgage
Capita
Corporation is grow
mg. We are seeking an
loan
experienced
processor Salary plus
commission. Please
mail resume with salary
history and employment references to:
Manager, P.O Box
287,
Murray.
KY
42071. EOE
BRITTHAVEN
of
Benton is currently
accepting applications
for qualified persons
who would like to
become a Certified
Nursing Assistant. For
a rewarding career in
the nursing profession
apply in person at
Brathaven ,,of Benton
2607
Main
Street
Benton, KY 42025
EOEJAAE No phone
calls please

BRITTHAVEN of
Benton is currently
accepting applications
for the following positrons Certified
Nursing Assistants
We offer competitive
wages and an excellent benefit package
Apply in person at
Britthaven of Benton
2607 Main Street Hwy
641 S Benton, KY
42025 E0E/AAE NO
PHONE CALLS
PLEASE

DO you love working
with kids?
Wee Care Enterpnses
may be lust the place
for you!
APO/ at
Martial Arts America
1413 Olive Blvd
Murray, KY 42071
(270)753-6111
Foster Parents
Needed $35/day to
help a child in need
with excellent foster
parent support. 24
hour crisis intervention
and *Amity in home
support. Call NECCO
at 888-306-3226 or
270-896-1293

MAINTENANCE
Technician
National student housing property is now
seeking a FT maintetechnician.
nance
Responsibilities
include but are not limited to repairs, general
upkeep and !armorial
services. Competitive
benefits
package
included Pre-employment drug and backscreening
ground
Equal
required .
Opportunity Employer.
resumes
to
Send
Murray@placeproperhes.com.

MANAGER needed.
Fast food restaurant in
Princeton, KY needs
expenenced manager.
Must be willing to work
any shift. For immediate reply. call 270-4060885 or 270-576-1325

NURSING HOME
ADMINISTRATOR
nursing
Progressive
management
home
company
seeks
Tennessee licensed (or
license eligible) administrator for Puryear.
facility.
Tennessee
Existing facility is being
replaced with new,
modem senior housing
ground
campus
broken
already
Excellent pay and benefits including health.
dental and 401(k) availfax
Please
able.
resume to: (636) 5364533 or send to: Arbor
Health Care. 1795
Clarkson Road, Suite
200. Chesterfield, MO
63017 EOE

NUTRITION/WE IGHT
management consultant Knowledge preferred. Training providContact Sandy
ed
ext.
800-211-1202
8570

VISA

Must have the following minimum qualifications:
• Prefer BS Degree in Chemistry, Biology or
Math or relatecl field or .equivalent dairy lab
work experience.
• Candidates must have good written and oral
communication skills, good mathematical
skills, excellent computer skills and team
focused.
Must have the ability:
• To adjust to high and low temperature environments and be able to lift medium to heavy
materials.
• To work 6:00 AM - 6:30 PM Saturday,
Sunday and Monday and 600 AM - 10..00 AM
Friday
Interested applicants may apply at the Office
of Employment and Training, 319 South 7th
Street, Mayfield Kentucky, or at the Murray
Career Discovery Center, 1405 North 12th
Street, Murray, Kentucky.
Morningstar Foods offers an excellent benefits
package with a competitive salary..
Morningstar Foods is an
Affirmative Action/Equal Opportunity
Employer, M/F/DN

The Calloway County Public Library is
accepting applications for two part-time
Library Assistants. These positions are
year-round five-day-a-week jobs, with
some flexibility in scheduling during the
day. These positions do not involve
working at the circulation desk. These
positions do not work evenings or weekends. Both positions start at well above
minimum wage.
To apply or to get more information,
come by the library during regular business hours 8-5 M-F.
TEMPORARY HORTICULTURAL
AGRICULTURAL LABOR
3-20-07 TO 1-15-08
P&C TOB,

KY0023404.6
MURRAY, KY

3-10-07 TO 1-10-08
K. HARRIS

KY 00233804
BENTON, KY

Wage $8.24 Hr. 3/4 contract guaranteed. al
tools and equip. furnished. Housing provide,:
for those beyond commuting. Transportatiot
and subsistence pay, after 50% of contr:i.
completed. Contact local Dept
1,
Employment Services.

Houses Farina
GOOD used retngera
tors. electric ranges
gas heaters, air condi
boners,
baseboard
heaters Used carpeting. 753-4109

2BR on 1/2 acre
fenced in lot. 3-1/2
miles
from
town
$11,500. 753-6012

4BR 2BA, all appliances, central WA. Ask
about move-in tree
days. Coleman RE
753-9898

JUNK cars & trucks
Call Larry 753-3633.

MUST sell! 16x80 on 1
acre lot. Will do land
contract Call 270-2274810

LIKE new, 1BR apt, all
appliances, Brooklyn

WANTED. Scrap cars
Paying $140 per ton
753-5500
Adidas
For Sete
92 Cougar, V-8, tact
sun-roof, new transmission, A/C, tires,
loaded $2,575 OBO
Washer 753-4109
CINDERELLA
prom
dresses. 1 size 4 yellow, 1 size 8 blue. $150
each. 270-492-8614
ENCLOSED trailer,
7x14, ramp door
$3,750 753-1816
FREE
DISH Network 4-room
Satellite
system.
America's Top 60 channels
for
only
$19.99/mo. Get your
choice
of
HBO,
Cinemax, Starz, or
Showtime FREE for 3
months. FREE OVA or
HD upgrade. Beasley
Antenna & Satellite.
759-0901
HD Televisions
Come by Olympic
Plaza. Murray to see
our large selection of
HD
Televisions.
Plasma, LCD. DLP, &
CRTs. Brands by:
Toshiba, Sony, LG.
Zenith, & JVC. We also
have a large selection
of entertainment centers & TV carts.
Beasley TV 759-0901
PLAYSTATION 1 & 2
GAMES Now sold/traded at Wood Electronics
on the Court Square.
Huge Selection, Great
Pnces! 753-0530

Premier
walk-in bath
6 months old
$3,000 OBO
Paid $6,700
489-2145

ford Solo

LARGE
SELECTION

FLOWER shop invert
tory
&
fixtures.
Everything from silks to
walk-in cooler. Serious
inquiries call 270-2939294

MOM COMPUTERS
A+ Certified Technician
Service/ repairs
759.3656

M

k Oideirs
ANTIQUES. Call Larry
753-3633
CASH paid for
good, used guns
Benson Sporting
Goods 519 S 12th,
Murray
WASTE oil wanted
Drum exchange
Miller 0 Farms LLC
(270)436-2215

DON'T MISS THIS SALE!
Feb. 10, 2007• 10AM-3PM
Ellis Center at 630 Ellis Drive
JEWELRY,CRAFTS & BAKE SALE

rop.rty Meutagernenc. LW

One and two bedroom apartments available.
All appliances furnished. Water, sewer, trash,
and cable TV included in rent. Security
deposit required. One year lease. NO PETS!

Presenting 4 new jewelry designers with a large
selection of necklaces, bracelets, and earrings.
Special design orders accepted.
Crafts - mirrors, birdhouses, decorative pillows and tote bags plus many other items.
Baked goods by some of the best cooks around.
cakes. cookies and jzio

270-767-9111
www.murraykyapartments.com

INSIDE GARAGE SALE

Calloway Garden/Essex Downs
Apartments

1543 Canterbury Dr.
Sat.•8AM-noon

1505 Diuguid Drive • Murray. KY 42071

270-753-8556
TDD 1-800-545-1833 — Ext. 283
One and Two Bedroom Apartments
Central Heat and Air
Accepting Applications

Office

Hours 8 a.m.- 12 p.m.
1 p.m. to 4 p.m.

NEW models are here!
All 2006 models must
go!! Get a great deal on
your new home today!!
731-584-9109
NEW
Year's
Celebration!! 38R 2BA
SW fireplace, pantry.
dishwasher & much
more with payments
under $350 w.a.c.!!
731-584-4926
YOUR tax refund gets
you in your new
home!!! New & preowned
models
to
choose from!! 731-5849429

SOUTH Hazel, TN.
14x80. 3BR 2BA. 4928526

USED APPLIANCES
WARD-ELKINS

On the SquarP Murrch

(270) 753-1713

SAGE color sofa w
recliners on each end
Call 293-9426

1511
Flimsoxl
FIREWOOD for sale
$50 a rick delivered.
436-2619
FIREWOOD for sale.
U-Haul, $40 a rick.
759-1309

1995 16x80 36R 2BA
Must
be
moved
516,000. 753-5998
2 brand new mobile
homes on lots, movein ready. Almo area.
(11 60x28 ft. doublewide.(1) 76x16
glevede Call (270)
293-5914
28R in Stella with
carport.
attached
washer dryer, stove,
refrigerator and sofa
bed Call 753-9441 or
210-8464

Yard Selo

Valevrtirte Specicris

LIVE Oak Apts.
Newt)/ Remodeled
I BR $290.00
2BR $340.00
38R $425.00
$100 deposit special
for qualified applicants
Office hours 8-2
Mon-Fri
Call today for appointment
753-8221

RED OAKS APTS.
Special
$100 Deposit

—1

Roble Hosts Lots For Rot

2BR duplex. nice.
O/1-1./A. appliances fur.
rushed Various locations. Coleman RE
753-9898
2BR duplex. 1304
$400
Valleywood.
month. 759-9920 Or
293-1446
28F1 near MSU. Cit-t/A.
appliances Coleman
RE 753-9896

iti

ol
oili
veorIcal Prop. For Rent

OFFICE or retail space
available. Prime location. 753-2905. 2931480

AKC
Registered
Pinsche
Doberman
puppies. 1st shots &
wormed. 978-1998
AKC Sibenan Husky. 6
month old female.
$250. 270-436-2537

A&F Warehousing
Near MSU $20-50.
753-7668

NEON BEACH
MINI-STORAG
•All Size Units
Available
'Now Have
Climate Control

1 & 2 bdr apts. No pets
Leave a message 270
753-1970

2BR apartments available. Great location. 1
year lease, 1 month
deposit. no pets. 7532905

501 South 6th St
Three bedroom, livIng.
dining, kitchen with
dishwasher,
stove,
refrigerator.
wrd
hookups, bonus room,
screened porch, picket
fence 761-1317

rI

$110 per month Newer
homes only. 492-8488

1BR IBA 1-1/2 blocks
from MSU $195 plus
No
pets
deposit
References required
759-0632 after 5
1BR near MSU, other
locations available.
appliances Coleman
RE 753-9896
1BR, low utilities. $245
a month, no pets
Reference required
753-3949

kitchen table includes 6 chairs, china cabinet,
and three drawer server; rocking. wingback and
other style chairs, oak barstool, 36" Sony Flat
Screen, full size mattress, quilt box; old quiffs.
Electrolux vacuum; framed "Toil and Spin Nor
Ken Holland print; table lamps; canning tars,
round end table; 3 drawer metal filing cabinet;
books. CDs, tapes, wheeled walker. bedspreads; bread machine; cappuccino maker

MURRAY Store and
Lock presently has
units available 7532905 or 753-7536

1BR $325
2BR $375
Call Today!
753-8668.

NICE a BR, no pets
753-9866

BH1i I

CLEANING houses is
Cal
my business
Linda H 759-9553
CLEANING is what we
do Residential or busiReferences
nesses
available Call the Sis731-498-6404,
ters
270-226-9565
D's cleaning services.
753-3802

visor ivousrmairs.mzscwsz_CCPPII

1 OR 2br apts near
downtown
Murray
starting at $200/mo
753-4109

Opportunity

BUILDING For Sate
2297 State Route 94
East 1-1/2 miles from
downtown,
2,388
square feet, 803 acre
tot Formerly Red Oaks
Bridles to Britches Call
753-5856, cell 2937127

150

WHIRLPOOL glass top
electric range. White.
excellent
condition.
Accubake oven and
simmer element. 6
years old. Clean and
ready to go. $350. 753-

HAVEN of
Benton is currently
accepting applications
for the following position: Part-time RN.
We offer competitive
wages and an excellent benefit package.
Must be licensed in the
State of Kentucky
Apply in person at
Britthaven of Benton
2607 Main Street Hwy
641 S Benton. KY
42025 EOE/AAE NO
PHONE CALLS
PLEASE

Dr. 270-435-4382 or
leave message

28R, stove refrigerator
dishwasher
washer/dryer hook-up
C/H/A $550 month, 1
year lease, 1 month
deposit. No pets. 7532259 or 527-8174
3BR 2BA. All app.,
C/H/A. 3 miles north
753-7903, 227-5173

753.3853
NOW LEASING
1 2 & 3bedroom Apts
We accept Section
8 vouchers
Apply at Mur-Cal Apts
902 Northwood Dr
Monday,
Wednesday. Friday
Phone 759-4984
Equal Housing
Opportunity
TDD #1-800-648-6056
UNFURNISHED 1-BR,
close to campus, ideal
for one person, no
pets. available January
3rd 753-5980

2-BR unfurnished.
redecorated, city
schools kitchen appliances. A/C. W/D hook
up. annual lease
$475 00 (954)3451495
21313 house. lease &
deposit required 270753-4109
2BR lake hoot property
with deep water dock
$750 month 759-9046.
436-5258

G&C
STORAGE and
PROPANE
119 E. Main
(270) 753-e266
Cell: (270) 293-4183
9 a.m. - 4 p.m. M-F

J&L RENTALS
MIN1-STORAGE
Now renting
Located at 720 S 4th St

270-436-54%
270-293-69%
PREMIER
MINISTORAGE
•Inside climate control
storage
•Security alarmed
-Safe f. clean
-We sell boxes'
-We rent U-Hauls
753-9600

BORDER Collie puppies for sale 9 weeks
old All shots and
wormings. Good working parents. 4 males, 1
female $125 each
436-2007
DOG Obedience
436-2858
PURE bred blonde Lab
puppies. Beautiful. This
will be Lady Bug's and
Coty's last fitter. $150
each 5 females, 3
males. 759-8436
Lkodock & Sappbs
BOER goats, 2 nannygoats and 3 billy-goats
Brown & white. 4892534
HORSE-OUALITY
Bermuda grass square
bales. 731-514-3632
NEW 15- black western
show saddle w/ tack
$300 270-293-4452

[aka.

511 V. RLS

4.5 It. toad

L iti natural gas.
Rd
753-61111 • 753-913'
‘‘ I ill
II NI•
‘n I lication.
( ash lor It rm.
Call
460

SU BSC.RI BE
TODAY!
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Plated

2006 Toyota Camry
Solara 3.000 mites
Lan (270)205 5752

All Real Estate acivertiseel in the newspape
s subject to the
Federal Fair Housing
Act 011968 as amended ivhich makes it illegal to advertise any
preference. limitation
4_41 discnmination based
race color religion,
sex, or national origin,
or an intention to make
an
such preference
limitation or discrimination This newspaper
will not knowingly
accept any advertising
1or real estate which is
in violation of the law
Our readers are hereby
all
that
.rrlorrned
lwellings advertised in
this newspaper are
irvallable in an equal
-imodunity basis -

home Home repairs
roofing.
additions,
decks, floor repair &
coverings, siding
-FREE ESTIMATESCall )2701753-1499 or
7311247-5464
jcrobertsuroct virk net

2000 Toyota Carnry, 6cylinder, 84,000 mites
$7000 Call (270)2105994
Trude
1998 Chevy Silyerado
eg cab Z71 4x4
$6 500 OBO Call 293
0907 Leave message
1997 Peterbilt Tractor.
3406 E Cat engine,
super 10 trans air ride
2005 Dodge Dakota
crew cab, aluminum
wheels low wheels
Call 800-844-4912
1993 Chevy Pick-up.
nice truck. very sharp
rebuilt motor A trans
body has 251k motor
has 50k Call 762-066'
Cell 293 7082
1988 Chevy pickup I?
or short wheel base
4 3E VS one Jyynet
very guort
win-, topper Call 270
759 3073

Wasp
1 2 mile 01
the comer
hwy rib 1345 8 7
!nop,-, from 641 is 4
ii 54.5 ft in Kenlake
0,0
ill 7541
1`4 Ai.f441 a
Id tront 41

C & C Renovation and
Remodeling.
We care about yt.,.ir

DNJ HANDYMAN
We du ail the odd jobs
you don't have time
for

Painting. siding fouls
decks
293 5438

I)S

22(1415115 • 435-42112
F UTRELL S Tree
Service
1011
Inticiiing
stump grirdmi t
64.44441 Insured 4-'
ft

t

ArArrl T D
HUNT NC, LAtrit
cur,' New'
(..ampbeli fir i
71.n9/8"

Swims 011ared

I

G&T Homebuilders
I Nor blurt, tribtioss,
inerell I Nom,Drat Sib's,

r

Nom *sisal I huh
LAWN SERVICE

Leaf mulching &
removal, shrub
& tree trimming
Satisfaction guaranteed

Call 753-1816
or M-0611

1E3F3 111A 'F.,
Ave

802 Mir iirva 48R ?BA
hec k arid vinyl siding.
wilt,formai
!gni"; 4irea den sun
errrirr large utility room
witn 4Iiiset large gar
are) yea srprill Out111154
garage
1(111
.‘, 3 6660 Of

AFFORDABLE
ionic Repair
'fagging 110441, to
it',Ii4115" Piot,
410 it all
r all I ,rr, I011111,

-tar'

.110."

YOUR AD
COULD BE
HERE FOR
ONLY $75.00
A MONTH
CALL 753-1916

4.,

H11 1's WVOI
NIAN.A(.1 MI NI
1444f0414& •-;•isaial rkkup,
Ard
•I‘x-ailN. 44v.

759-1151 • 293-2783
_ 2%13-2784

JOE'S JOBS
Small electncal.
plunihing. carpentry,
yard work
Senior Inendls
753-4344• 227-3644

293-4954

LEE S Carpet
Cleaning

140(T1*/ For Sato

Murray Ledger & Times

WKMS presents special programs
honoring Black History Month
works and accostThe Legend Grows - Explore the lives,
and composers.
directors
choir
college
black
of
plishments
Wednesday, February 14
composers and
And Sing! - Hear how influential black
Hollywood anti
even
and
venues,
and
singers
directors, certain
its acceptance.
the movies, affected black choral music and
Thursday, February 15
and rise of
A Different Drummer - Discover the origins
the traditiongospel music and its various forms today -- from
gospel selecal gospel blues of Thomas Dorsey. to the hip-hop
tions of Kurtis Blow.
Friday, February 16
A Joyful Noise! - Hear about the legacy of the Black COIof all
lege choral music tradition, the work of choral directors
power
the
with
terms
to
corning
are
generations and how they
and reach of gospel music, including hip hop gospel.
WKMS is Murray State University's listener supported public radio set-vice at 91.3 FM. The station also airs on 92.1
FM. Paducah; 99.5 FM. Paris, Tenn.; and 105.1 FM, Madisonville, and online at witms.org. where the station offers extensive web resources regarding its programming and more.
!
For further information call 800-599-4737 or e-

February marks Black History Month, and WKMS-FM, the
listener supported public radio service and NPR member station. features tero programs in honor of this annual celebration
ii) Peat eful Dtsobedience probes the philosophy
squ0i
01 peacel ul disobedience through the practices of Dr. Martin
I tither King. Jr. and Mohandas K. Gandhi. Hear from Rev.
Vincent Harding. a King speechwnter, longtime aide, and major
influence in the formation of King's nonviolent beliefs: And
Mohandas i4111d111 1 grandson, Dr. Arun Gandhi, founder of the
%1 K Gandhi Institute tor Nonviolence, at the University of
special airs Friday, February 9 at noon.
Rot['ester
Sing. a five-part series hosted by NPR's
\oiLe
FICIC N4.111,. explores the fascinating and little-known hismusi, and choirs at historically black colleges
in> ot
and unisersities lite series airs Monday, February 12 through
16, .it noon and covers the period from Reconhriday.
stvintiiiii to the present
Monday, February 12
Learn about the founding and growth
1 M.- Lau l,
it
the birth and development of their choirs.
how eat h line,iris aild groups twill a following and played
fiat role in the Nor% !Val ot many of those colleges.
iiesday. February 13

WknisCe`inurraystate.edu.

Horoscope

by blelibelble Blear
BORN TODAY
Actor Robert Wagner (1930), actress Laura Dern (1967)

II PP RIRTHHAI fur Saturday. Feb. 10, 2007:
11115 \ea, sri ot ten might feel as it you are between a rock and hard
xiiii might feel More negative or tested than in past
cats It. .1\r4,114,' ft V. hat isn't working you might want to consider
,,
Make ad)usntlents it 'you V, ant the next seven
,
.11.11 ,111,
ems to Iliiss s ell '1' or friends are in your camp and support you in
desnes (ince you let go or move away from what
ie‘411 1 44 ofk. frettet ttungs vrrill Lome toward you. It you are single.
incei lot iit people. this year might not he the best to
Solid It ou are attached, your relationship could
toini,dtic .i
is' km,her .rr dill!, ell 'lour conitteltnent is being tested. If you keep
hond ystil reheat and he even better. SCOR'soli 1 4 441 1,0
N(

Openings For New Clients
Individual, Small Business & Farm Returns
Limited Openings• Cali Now!

753-6069

Taxes by Joyce, Inc.
917 Coldwater Rd., Murray, KY 42071

the Stars Sithi

Kind of Day lou'll Have: 5-Ds

-I-

Ali returns hied electronicoRY

Ditti,ult

ARIES (March 21-April 19)
*** Pressure marks your interactions Someone might push you in
a direction that you prefer not to go A loved one or child could be difficult Take in Me big picture Tonight Absorb a new view
TAURUS (April 20-May 20)
Pic‘ssure builds to a new level Think through a decision. No
which direction you turn, events seem to challenge you
r
also might riot be the easiest Let go and let live Tonight, A
oartric-r shares
GEMINI(May 21-June 20)
falls on deaf ears and draws a reaction you
**** vVr,at
naon
1,athitud It you want something done, dot yourself, as delr.ortetrunicating could be tough Tonight Nap and then
212 E.

MR11, $1,eet •

753%1556

-Emergency Water
Removal

1 PRICED TO SELL!!

Estimate,
TS3-5827

f'f4:444

r

1,4

I.,,,rr
Instant equity - Priced 525,000 taloa
311\. 3,04-1 sq. ft.
appraisal!!

f41,4-4r

20. :s.' ''41' 4

415K

I

Huge bonus room and closets!
% WI 0% ners.com listing A%1 N12788.

[CALL NOW!711-401111
1 NI N1 1 -1)1 I 1
1)1 11 1 11 1 11 1
ill 1.4411,4
vow
7614558,
ask for Kristin.
Call

4(6.867 lambs
Priilessior al Tree

Se'-,',,,e Complete tree
'Cr''.etc insured

I. it ni'iIiIkil Pit %mist
\L-kk ci.11111111.1ion

&
1.1c. &
IN yrs.
270492-822S
227-41664

4 rr , ''41 A-AFFORDCJoor
ABL

ROOF
LEAKING?
Call a
professional
435-6645

l'•

*I.f

riar

in

-44,4441 1, 1
sq 1,,or
,4
"10404,1
,iff 44'
I' I).
t

Sport Utility *fades
44
.rd Explorer
4,4 Well maintained

,

dean &2.500
‘• '0 293 9950

ADAMS ELECTRIC
Brewed & lanutd
•Resideotial
•Coninierdal
eladminial •Ressodel

Cad Mk Adams
(278)2934192

David's
Home
Improvement

ALL CARPENTRY
-ic•crIci(iptir-•.; • • • • •
porches c
r
mubile

1 ,
y.
,rep,,,
Nur

saggrng 114,044, termite
P. water damage Larry
Nimmo 1270,753 9372

731-247-5422

CANCER (June 21-July 22)
* *** Creativity and risk-taking

could take you in a direction you
might ureter not to go Chill out Pressure will build financially if you
aren t carelul Pure fun touches your life. Tonight. Add more spice to
your life
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
** Yotir attitude could be the issue more than different situations. At
fnight have difficulty seeing matters clearly_ It getting
41101 lq 1124-41bO"144 you don t need to totally internalize or accept 11 Yet
then_ might tin grains of truth to it Tonight Close to home
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
*** Yuui might want to talk about what you are feeling rather than
hoirt tiar I. Von' might rot understand the implications of holding back
Pians i ti,Lncje arid yriu might feel a bit out of kilter Your imagination
ril4;n. your perspective Tonight Listen and share even if you are

'NOW OPEN!
'7

vr OUR Buy OA/E.
o—
4" e—
0414 -CET 04/E FREE SPECMIZi

Murray

vetee•Sin DITICOklio&
Medk*StssnueS•SlisSible.ntggpro„,,i

LASER (270)761-4999
Center

1625 Highway 121 North
Murray, Kentucky

.,114411ritOrt,11)1*-•
LIBRA (Sept 23-Oct. 22)

** Money matte's run out 01 control. How you see a situation could
change dynamically tiecause of someone's attitude While you might
twit. gone 1q0 per( ent out of your way for a certain person, you
reight net he willing In, any longer Tonight Fun doesn t need to cost
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
***
goud intentions might be hard to communicate How you
see a 5iluattun nOulit change dramatically because of a conversation
or interaction with someone you look up to Count on you and only
you ught r.,,w Tonight Beam in what you want
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec. 21)
*• Km.riwirrq when to do nothing

might be as important as taking
action You can rest assured that you aren't getting all the facts.
Someone might not be ,ntentionally holding back but just doesn't
have the lull story Tonight Nap arid then decide
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
*** Friends mean well You enjoying hanging out with your pals.
Avoid all money commitments, as you might not be getting the complete story Think positively about what can happen. but don't formalize a( lions yet Ton101 Relax with fnends

AUTO - HOMI - I ill 1\,LIRANCE:

Key Kar Rental
Call Pon c-rday!

AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
** You are in a pressure cooker

and not as sure ot yourself as you
would like to he Someone might be making comments that could
demoralize you Relax knowing that there is a tomorrow Tonight A
must appearance even if you aren't in the mood
PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20)
**** Dig unto your creativity Be sure to be realistic, and if you
aren t op for something or feel like you need to cancel plans, do so
Unusual solutions will head in your direction if you acknowledge what
you cannot do Tonight Let your imagination lead

270-753-9955
Located at 4th & Sycamore, Murray, KY
Faughn Used Cars

490
tiled Can

Cheap Cars
0.4t, ',ear $.804
•9•, I umina S. 90i.
Cyrand Am $1
.9: k aS,,No ml 844.
a0C
Jerkin., Auto c,aies
,2701.12' 59e7

ESTATE Sale Sharp
2005 Dodge Ram 1500
SIT Quad cab truck
7L V8 power seat
mirrors wtrulows and
locks Priced to sell
$18000 753-6660

APPLIANCE REPAIR

SERVICE & PARTS
OR
• -•
4 - -4 .4
V,.,
BACKHOE &
TRUCKING

ROY HILL
SV11Pr"
114 II
..4.•
4
,
4
Dozer work & Track
hoe

Flooring
Carpet oryl laminate
hardwood and tile 293
9340
RE BRE R
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Don't Forget lb Register At
Participating-Businesses For 'the
Vzilentine's Scavenger Hunt
Pier I Imports
New Life Christian Bookstore
Gatti's Pizza
The Gallery
El Tequila
The Essential Day Spa
America's Mattress
Nick's Firehouse
Lee Jewelry Artisans
The Place
Brinn's Quality Service & Lube, Inc.
,
Lakeway BP

Pagliai's
Sirloin Stockade
Massey Cita()
Big Apple Cafe
UBC - Martial Arts
Cheri Theatres
Wee Care, Wee(are "Ino,
Wee Care III
Family Fitness Center
DK Kelley
Red Barn Gift Shoppe
Asian Buffet

r & Times
Murray Ledger & Times
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Dairy Association of Kentucky at
Louisville.
Loyd B. Arnold was elected
master of Ruling Star Lodge of
Free and Accepted Masons.
Murray High School Tigers won
70-69 and Lady Tigers lost 46412 in basketball games with Marshall County High School Marshals. High team scorers were
Sims and Bumphis for the Tigers
and Copeland and Smith for the
Marshals.

Jennifer Leary, senior at Murray High School, and Todd Monahan. senior at Calloway County
High School, were named as Good
Citizens of the Year in the promotion for high school seniors by
the Captain Wendell Oury Chapter of the Daughters of the American Revolution. Verona Grogan
is regent of the DAR chapter.
Births reported include a girl
to Kimberly and Tony Underhill
Jr„ a girl to Carla and Dwayne
South and a boy to Dawn and
Shane Paschall. Feb. 4; a girl tO
Carla and Grey Major and twin
Buts to Tammy and James Nanney, Feb. 5.
Murray State University Racers won 86-75 and Lady Racers
lost 66-62 -in basketball games
with Southeast Missouri at Cape
Girardeau. High scorers for Murray were Deteri Mayes and
Stephanie Minor.
20 years ago
Christy Darnell was crowned
as homecoming queen of Calloway County High School at the
basketball game with the Lakers
winning 61-54 over Carlisle County Comets with Jeff White high
scorer for the Lakers. Attendants
to the queen were Stacy Wood,
Amy Miller, Rayann Murdock,
Amy Pyle and Liz Marquardt.
Murray State University Racers lost 84-72 and Lady Racers
won 67-60 over Morehead Eagles
in a basketball game. High scorers for Murray were Jeff Martin
and Sheila Smith.
Births reported include a boy
to Cassaundra and Craig Rogers,
Feb. 7.
30 years ago
Sandra Lou Stark, daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Charles B. Stark
of Calloway County, was crowned
as Kentucky Dairy Princess at the
luncheon held Feb. 7 at the 33rd
annual meeting of the American

COMICS/FEATURES
Parents deny probable cause
of son's obsessive behavior
DEAR ABBY: My nephew,
"Vincent," is 16 and has had
problems with obsessive handwashing for years. 1 have
enough professional experience
to strongly suspect that he suffers from obsessive-compulsive disorder (OCD).

40 years ago
Calloway County Judge Hall
McCuiston has announced that the
county has received the deed for
a lot on the northeast corner of
North Third and Walnut Streets
for a new county jail to be constructed in the near future.
Army Pfc. Guinn H. Jones,
son of Mr. and Mrs. William H.
Jones, is serving with the 9th
Infantry division in Vietnam.
Senator Owen Billington of
Murray discussed "State Legislation" at a meeting of the Hazel
Woman's Club.
Births reported include a boy
to Mr. and Mrs. Bobby Stephens,
Jan. 21, and a boy to Mr. and
Mrs. Ken Wright, Feb. 2.
50 years ago
In high school basketball games,
Murray Tigers lost 90-70 to Lone
Oak Purple Flash with John Hill
high scorer for the Tigers; Murray Training Colts lost 77-55 to
New Concord Redbirds with high
scorers being Rogers for the Colts
and J. Willoughby for the Redbirds; Kirksey Eagles lost 58-46
to Fulgham with Rob Darnell
being high scorers for the Eagles;
Almo Warriors won 65-42 over
Hazel Lions with high scorers being
Charles Peeler for the Warriors
and Danny Duncan for the Lions.
Recent births reported at Murray Hospital include a boy to Mr.
and Mrs. Billy Pitt.

•

Dear Abby
By Abigail
Van Buren

brother and
his
wife
refuse
to
believe their
child has a
problem and
will not take
him to get
help.
My
nephew's
hands
are
chafed and
raw, and his

parents reprimand him for this behavior
when he really needs professional help.
His mother is the biggest
problem. She nixes all issues
that suggest a problem, and
my brother will not stand up
to her. What can I do? -WORRIED AUNT IN FLORIDA
DEAR WORRIED AUNT:
Your sister-in-law may not want

her son "labeled," but ignoring the problem will not resolve
it. And reprimanding the young
man for something he can't
help is cruel.
Your nephew is old enough
to discuss the problem with
intelligently. Start out by asking him if he thinks he has a
problem, and whether he would
like to get help for it. After

Todaylnilistory
By The Associated Press
Today is Friday. Feb. 9, the
401h day of 2007. There are 325
days left in the year.
Today's Highlight in History:
On Feb. 9. 1943, the World
War II battle of Guadalcanal in
the southwest Pacific ended with
an Allied victory over Japanese
forces.
On this date:'
In 1773. the ninth president of
the United States, William Henry
Harrison; was bom in Charles City

I

County, Va.
In 1825, the House of Representatives elected John Quincy
Adams president after no candidate received a majority of electoral votes.
In 1861, Jefferson Davis was
elected the provisional president
of the Confederate States of America.
In 1870, the U.S. Weather
Bureau was established.
In 1942, daylight-saving "War
Time" went into effect in the

United States, with clocks turned
one hour forward.
In 1950, in a speech in Wheeling, W. Va.. Sen. Joseph McCarthy,
R-Wis., charged that the State
Department was riddled with Communists.
In 1964, The Beatles made
their first live American television appearance on "The Ed Sullivan Show" on CBS.
In 1971, the crew of Apollo
14 returned to Earth after man's
third landing on the moon.
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DEAR ABBY:I am engaged
to a man I love deeply. I met
"Eric" when I was 14 and he
was 42. When I turned 18,
we got together. I have never
been happier, except for one
thing. He has had other sexual relationships in the past,
while I haven't.
Once we became engaged,
he offered to let me go out
and have a one-night stand.
He said he suggested it because
he loves me, and he wants
me to have a shot at the experience I am missing out on.
Abby. I love Eric and only
want to be with him! His suggesting it has made me wonder if he's looking for a way
out by getting me to find someone new. Any suggestions on
how to handle this? -- INEXPERIENCED AND LOVING
IT IN SEATTLE
DEAR INEXPERIENCED
AND LOVING IT: You may
be young. but you are perceptive. Men who love women usually want an exclusive relationship. Unless you are contemplating an "open" marriage
to this man, my advice is to
dump him. You and he have
very different values.
•••
DEAR ABBY: I don't have
a question, but perhaps you'd
like to give your readers a smile.

My late Aunt Isabel's wit
was legendary in our family.
We come front a small town
in Connecticut where many
roads are so narrow that if a
car should stall, the car behind
it would be unable to pass.
This is what happened to
my aunt one day. While she
was trying to restart the engine.
the driver in the car behind
her began blowing his horn
repeatedly. Aunt Isabel set the
parking brake, got out of her
car and walked over to the
driver's window. When he
rolled it down, she smiled
warmly and said, "I can't seem
to get my car started. Would
you be kind enough to start
it for me? And I'll stay here

DEAR JOE P.: Thank you
for the smile, but when l read
what your Aunt Isabel did, my
smile turned wistful. Gone are
the days. Someone who tried
that today would risk a physical altercation or worse.

F.140.a.) 5407r—

BLOND!ECD
I'M ASSUMING
TMAT TI4E
1 OFFICE WILL

If he's agreeable, suggest
he talk to someone at school
about it -- preferably the student health officer or a trusted teacher. If that's not possible, and there is a free clinic in your area, offer to take
him there.

Reader seeks relief
for spastic colon
DEAR DR. GOTT: My
gastroenterologist has diagnosed me as having a spastic
colon, or IBS. He said this
condition is chronic in nature
and is aggravated by stress
and anxiety. He prescribed
Prilosec for
acid reflux.
I'm
plagued
with a near
constant
urge to have

a
bowel
movement.
However,
after having
a
normal
bowel
By
Dr. Peter Gott movement, 1
continue to
have pressure and pain in the

Dr. Gott

rectal area all the time. My
doctor simply told me to know

where restrooms are located
when I leave home. This is
hardly a practical solution.
Additionally, I have a constant
offensive taste in my mouth
that curbs my appetite, and I
have to force myself to eat.
I recently began taking IBS
tablets and enteric-coated peppermint capsules with thyme
and rosemary. Please advise if
this will help my condition,
or what medication and supplements you recommend. I'm
desperate for some relief that
will allow me to return to normal daily functions.
DEAR READER:Although
I don't have a problem with
what you are using, you might
consider alternatives if your
program is not successful. One
alternative is Digestive Advantage IBS. Many of my readers have discovered that this
nonprescription medication is
a great help in diminishing the

•••

COURSE,
ABSOLUTELY!

Dear Abby is written by
Abigail Van Buren, also
known as Jeanne Phillips,
and was founded by her mother, Pauline Phillips.

SE CLOSED
TODAY

symptoms of irritable bowel
syndrome. Try it and let me
know whether it is effective.
To give you related information. I am sending you a

copy of my Health Report
'Irritable Bowel Syndrome."
DEAR DR. GOTT: I am
trying your no-flour, no-sugar
diet and have received your
"Losing Weight" pamphlet in
the mail. You state that "the
no-flour, no-sugar diet is that
and no more." The consumption of fat is not specifically
addressed in your pamphlet.
Does that mean fats are
unlimited? If one eats an unlimited amount of butter, oils and
fattening foods like bacon and
cheese, wouldn't this counteract the results of cutting out
the sugar and flour?
DEAR READER: Fats are
not specifically addressed by
the diet because without sugar
or flour foods, the intake of
fat is reduced: no pasta, no
cheese; no bagels, no cream
cheese; no morning toast, no
butter, and so on.
By not restricting fats in
the diet, people find the noflour, no-sugar diet to be much
easier to follow — and more
pleasurable. I should add that
my patients on the diet have
much lower cholesterol levels,
a welcome result.
If you have further questions, you can purchase a copy
of my new book "Dr. Gott's
No Flour, No Sugar Diet Book"
and consider getting a copy
of the follow-up book, which
contains suitable recipes. The
cookbook will be published in
summer 2007. If you wish to
purchase the diet book, it is

available at most chain and
independent bookstores or
online at Amazon.com.

CootractBridgo
You are South in each of the following bidding sequences, and in
each case the question is whether
your partner's last bid shows a minimum opening hid (13 to 15 points),
an intermediate opening bid(16 to 18
points) or a sery strong opening bid
419 or more points). If you think
North has indeterminate values that
might lie in either of two ranges,
classify this ambiguous.
North
South

4.

and blow your horn for you."
-- JOE P.. MIAMI

IC

F

all, at his age he must be selfconscious about his chafed skin.
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would jump to four. Three spades,is
highly encouraging but not forcing,
and can be passed with a bare six or
seven points.
3. Intermediate. Partner's voluntary climb to the three-level in a new
suit shows well above a minimum
opening bid. With a 13- to 15-point
hand, he would either rebid two
spades, raise you to three hearts or
possibly bid two notrump. Three diamonds is 100 percent forcing.
4. Ambiguous. Partner may have
anywhere from 12 to 18 points, and
there is no way of telling how many
he has at this juncture. Ile cannot
have 19 or more, as he would have
jump-shifted to two spades rather
than bid just one, which is not forcing.
S. Intermediate. Two hearts is a
"reverse" bid and shows roughly 17
to 19 points. The reason for this is
that your spade response may be
based on only six points, and partner,
by bidding two hearts, may force you
to the three-level if you prefer clubs
to hearts and cannot rebid your
spades. By bidding in this manner,
partner implies that he holds the
extra strength necessary to make a
nine-trick contract feasible.
6. Intermediate. Partner's jump
rebid shows 16 to 18 points, at least
a six-card spade suit, and is not fore-

I. Minimum. Since your heart
response on the two-level promised
10 or more points, partner cannot be
in the 16-18 range, because he would
have jumped to four hearts rather
than raise to three. His three-heart
bid is not forcing.
2. Intermediate. With a minimum
opening bid, partner would raise to
MO spades; with a maximum. he
Tomorrow: The bidding tells the tale.
c 2007 King Features S:.nchcaue Ina
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1Competefor
4 Ernesto
Guevera
7 Toward sunup
11 Wife of ()sins
13 Fish without
scales
14 Large lizard
15 Cleopatra's
wooer
16 Install tile
17 Aroma
18 — over (fainted)
20 Medieval battle
ploy
21 Pinch, in a way
22 Unseld of the

NBA
23 Plantation dnnk
26 Fizzing
30 Dog days
in Dijon
31 Whitney
invention
32 Pair
33 Student's need
36 Linguine topper
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38 Grocery buy
39 Everybody
40 Pulpits
43 Lobbies
46 Pool hall items
47 Up in the —
48 Beauty-salon
items
50 She. to Mane
51 Tom a doily
52 Vast region
53 Campus VIP
54 Flight board
data
55 Get a taste of
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1 Oomph
2 Baroness
Karen
3 Blarney Stone
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4 'People" person
5 Leader
6 A Miss America
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Came in first
Travel option
Comanche kin
Meadow
Evergreen
tree
27 Carders
demands
28 Wrench target
29 Stickum
31 Valuable
stone
34 Selected
35 Bought
36 Go back and
forth
37 Helen. in
Spanish
39 Main artery
40 Made a hole
in one
41 Kind of slipper
42 Lugosi of her
flicks
43 Decree
44 Crash, so to
speak
45 Use a spoon
47 Corroded,
as acid
49 Respond
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THE TRAGEDY OF JULIUS CAESAR: Students in Jill Herndon's English II class at Murray
High School hosted a Roman Festival Thursday as a culminating project after reading The
Tragedy of Julius Caesar • Pictured above. sophomores Jessica Wybark, Adam Peebles and
Shelby Blalock pause during the festival to participate in the 'feast' that was supplied by the
dude nts
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case himself.
This is not the first time
Robertson has been accused of
threatening an adversary.. Alter
the failure of an earlier Robertsort commercial venture tealuring Bible study courses and
discount coupon hooks, the
broadcaster fired Mark Peterson, the venture's top executive
Ihe two feuded publicly.
blaming each other tor the failure Peterson sued Robertson
III 1995, alleging that Robertson made a veiled death threat
in a telephone conversation
with Peterson's sister.
Robertson said he did not
make a threat Peterson dropped
the lawsuit in 199-7.
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Its time for

Miss Spring

2007
Continuing a 33-year tradition,
the Murray Ledger & Times is excited to begin
the selection process of Miss Spring 2007.
Senior girls from Murray & Calloway County
Schools who would like to be considered for
the honor must meet the following criteria:
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